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Executive Summary

This report, jointly authored by The Century Foundation, the National Employment Law Project, and Philadelphia Legal Assistance, presents the findings of an intensive study of state efforts to modernize their unemployment insurance (UI) benefit systems. This is the first report to detail how UI modernization has altered the customer experience. It offers lessons drawn from state modernization efforts and recommends user-friendly design and implementation methods to help states succeed in future projects.

While the need for better systems was apparent even before the COVID-19 pandemic struck, that crisis has illuminated the challenges with the existing UI infrastructure. This report includes specific recommendations that can inform the federal and state response to the unprecedented volume of unemployment claims during the pandemic, as well as ideas for longer-term reforms.

What Is Benefits Modernization?

Benefits modernization is the process of moving the administration of unemployment benefits from legacy mainframe systems to a modern application technology that supports web-based services. Many of these mainframe systems were programmed with COBOL, a long-outdated computer language. A few states began to upgrade their systems in the early 2000s, with the pace picking up after targeted federal funds were made available to support modernization in 2009.

Unfortunately, many of the initial modernization projects encountered significant problems. Some were abandoned altogether, while others were poorly implemented. Too often, workers paid the price through inaccessible systems, delayed payments, and even false fraud accusations. The COVID-19 pandemic, which led to an unprecedented spike in unemployment claims, has further exposed weaknesses in these systems.

To date, fewer than half of states have modernized their unemployment benefits systems. Several have plans to modernize or are already in the midst of modernizing. The guidance in this report is meant for them, as well as for modernized states that are looking to improve their systems.

Research Methods

The findings and recommendations in this report are grounded in interviews with officials from more than a dozen
states and in-depth case studies of modernization in Maine, Minnesota, and Washington, conducted from October 2018 to January 2020. The case studies involved many hours of in-person discussions with agency leadership and staff, focus groups with unemployed workers, and interviews with legal services organizations, union officials, and other stakeholders.

The report provides lessons for states no matter which pathway to modernization they choose. In fact, the three states featured in the case studies took notably different approaches. Minnesota was one of the first to modernize in 2007, and while it used a private vendor, the code remains the property of the state agency. Washington contracted directly for a proprietary commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) system which rolled out in 2017. Maine also modernized in 2017, but as part of a consortium, meaning that it shares system and maintenance expenses with two other states (Mississippi and Rhode Island).

To complement the interviews and case studies, this report presents new data analysis, suggesting that while timeliness in processing claims and paying benefits improved in many states after they modernized, denial rates went up for workers seeking benefits and the quality of decisions declined.

The report also examines the growing use of artificial intelligence and predictive analytics in unemployment insurance. It concludes that, while some of these tools can improve operations and potentially help workers better understand program requirements, major concerns about fairness, accuracy, and due process remain.

**Recommendations**

The single strongest recommendation in this report is for states to place their customers at the center of a modernization project, from start to finish. The biggest mistake states made was failing to involve their customers—workers and employers—at critical junctures in the modernization process. This led to systems touted as convenient and accessible, but which claimants often found challenging and unintuitive. Customer-centered design and user experience (UX) testing are widely accepted best practices in the private sector, and should be a core part of any UI modernization effort.

More specifically, the report provides recommendations for states at each of the three major stages of a modernization project.

At the **planning stage:**

- setting a realistic timetable and to avoid rushing implementation;
- embedding talented agency staff in a modernization effort and getting their buy-in every step of the way;
- asking customers what they need;
- being willing to revamp the agency’s business processes along with the technology; and
- identifying key conditions up front in an RFP (for agencies using outside vendors).

At the **design stage:**

- getting user feedback from a broad range of stakeholders;
- allowing plenty of “sandbox” time for agency staff; and
- building in a set of key features that will help customers and
- reduce the burden on agency staff.

At the **implementation stage:**

- not going live in the November–March period, when seasonal claims rise;
• considering rolling out pieces of a new system in stages;

• training and supporting staff on an ongoing basis;

• staffing up call centers and deploying additional staff to career centers;

• having a robust community engagement plan;

• expecting bugs and having a process in place to fix them; and

• providing for ongoing feedback from customers and front-line staff.

The pandemic has revealed how critically important unemployment insurance is to workers, their families, and the broader economy. By following the steps outlined in this report, states can build stronger unemployment systems that deliver the services and benefits their customers need.

What States Can Do Right Now

The release of this report coincides with the emergence of one of the greatest challenges the unemployment insurance system has ever faced: the COVID-19 pandemic. More than 10 percent of the workforce filed initial claims for unemployment in a three-week period in March and April, and job losses continued to rise thereafter.

State systems have been overwhelmed by the basic task of accepting claims, and workers are frustrated. Luckily, there are immediate steps states can take to improve access, even within outdated systems. Some states are already moving to implement these reforms, and others should follow their lead as quickly as possible.

Michigan is a good example of a state that has turned around a poorly engineered system into one that is serving workers well during the pandemic. While the original system had been modernized, the new system was designed with a faulty algorithm that inaccurately flagged workers for fraud and cut off benefits at every decision point. A new governor appointed a claimant representative to head the agency, and less than a year later, the system faced the massive challenge posed by the COVID-19 outbreak. The new leadership identified places in the system that placed an unnecessary hold on benefits and turned off those chokepoints. As a result, the agency became the second-fastest in new benefit processing among the ten states with the largest numbers of claims, and one of the first states to stand up the new Pandemic Unemployment Assistance benefit and the Pandemic Unemployment Compensation benefit authorized by the CARES Act.

Our recommendations for what states can do now come from our study of best practices at the state level. While states are unlikely to be able to fully replace their UI systems in the midst of this crisis, they can and must improve their technology. Here are six key areas for immediate improvement.

First, unemployed workers need 24/7 access to online and mobile services. We live in a country where you can shop online at any hour of the day. Filing for unemployment shouldn’t be restricted to nine to five on weekdays.

Second, unemployment websites and applications must be mobile-optimized. More people have mobile phones than desktop or laptop computers, and public access to computers has vanished in an era of social distancing. Low-wage workers and workers of color are particularly likely to rely on their phones for Internet access. While more than 80 percent of white adults report owning a desktop or laptop, fewer than 60 percent of Black and Latinx adults do. States must also allow workers and employers to email documents or upload them from their phones.

Third, states should update their password reset protocols. In some states, workers must be mailed a new password; in others, staff cannot process claims because they are busy answering phone calls about password resets. Technology exists for states to implement secure password reset protocols that do not require action by the agency, which saves time for everyone.
Fourth, states can use call-back and chat technology to deal with the unprecedented volume. These short-term fixes could become part of a permanent solution. “Call back” systems return a worker’s phone call instead of making them wait on hold. Chat-bots, live chats, and thought bubbles can define terms and answer simple questions for workers filing online.

Fifth, states should adopt a triage business model. Many of the questions coming into the call centers relate to passwords or claim status. Using a triage model, states can quickly train staff to handle this part of the volume, and leave more challenging questions to more experienced staff.

Finally, civil rights laws require that states translate their websites and applications into Spanish and other commonly spoken languages. Right now, an unemployed worker with limited English skills may have no choice but to file an application over the phone with an interpreter. With so many seeking help, workers may never get through on the phone or can get stuck on hold for hours. Translating online materials would not only ensure equal access, but also be more efficient.

Even if these measures take a number of weeks or months to implement, the investment would be well worth it. The employment crisis triggered by the pandemic has highlighted gaping holes in accessing unemployment, but it has also created an opportunity. We can build twenty-first-century systems nimble enough to handle disasters and designed to meet the needs of customers who are depending on access to unemployment insurance in this traumatic time.

Introduction

Unemployment insurance (UI) is the nation’s primary social program for jobless workers and their families. The federal–state UI program was established by the Social Security Act of 1935, providing critical income support for workers contending with a national unemployment rate of approximately 30 percent during the Great Depression. More recently, UI was credited with reducing poverty, empowering workers, and stabilizing the economy during the Great Recession.2 The benefits available through these programs keep workers economically stable during periods of job loss, often meaning the difference between losing access to vital job search resources like a phone or a car, or basic necessities like a roof over one’s head and food on the table.

While the research for this report was conducted before the COVID-19 crisis erupted, the current economic crisis has put into sharp focus the need for strong unemployment systems. Between March 14 and April 25, 30 million Americans—one-fifth of the workforce that is covered by unemployment insurance programs—filed an initial application for unemployment benefits. These workers experienced overwhelmed phone lines and websites, and most importantly, excruciating delays in receiving benefits. As the crisis erupted in March, only 14 percent of the 11.7 million jobless workers who filed claims received a UI payment. A recent survey revealed that for every ten workers who were able to file for unemployment insurance, three to four additional workers tried to apply but could not get through UI systems to make a claim, and two additional people did not try because it was too difficult.3

This report explains efforts by states to modernize unemployment benefits systems—many of which still to this day rely on 1980s technologies such as mainframe computers running on COBOL programming language—and explores ways for these new systems to realize their potential to be more customer-friendly and scalable to challenges like the ones states face today. In looking at challenges and best practices among states, we also identify actions states can take right now, even before modernization, to improve the experience of workers and the performance of UI systems.

Most importantly, as states and the federal government look to rebuild the backbone of this crucial safety net anew, our report suggests a new customer-driven approach geared to meet the needs of jobless workers reaching out for help during the long economic recovery ahead and future economic crises. As those new systems are built, the practical realities of workers’ lives must be kept front and center. Our analysis finds, for example, that states that
However, the last few years have shown great improvement by states, with more states implementing full systems while at the same time controlling costs. Some states learned from past challenges and made improvements in time for challenges presented by COVID-19.

This report is the first to detail how UI modernization has altered claimant experiences. It shares the findings from interviews with officials from more than a dozen states and in-depth case studies of modernization in Maine, Minnesota, and Washington. It also analyzes publicly available UI data to run a comparative analysis of state UI programs at various stages of modernization. The report then draws on those interviews, case studies, and data analysis to present a set of recommendations for states to follow in their modernization projects.

States that have modernized acknowledge that the process is challenging and never perfect, but many have sought to learn from these experiences to build user-centric systems with positive outcomes for workers. Our hope is that this report will aid all states in doing so.

The Role of Unemployment Insurance

UI serves several key policy goals. Most obviously, it provides income stabilization for individuals who are involuntarily unemployed through a cash benefit. This stabilization extends to the local economy generally, but is critically important during times of economic downturn. The UI system also promotes attachment to the workforce and provides job search assistance and standards to prevent workers from accepting new work that is not suitable to their skills and to avoid downward pressure on wages.

Generally, during periods of recession, Congress has acted to temporarily extend benefits for workers after they exhaust their standard twenty-six weeks of state UI. During the Great Recession, state and federal UI payments totaled over $600 billion, keeping 11 million workers above the poverty line. Economists Alan Blinder and Mark Zandi examined the effect these payments made in the recovery, and found that every dollar in benefits paid generated $1.61 in local
economic development. Similarly, the CARES Act of 2020 added thirteen weeks of benefits, temporarily increased payouts by $600 per week, and expanded eligibility to new categories of workers, delivering an estimated $250 billion in support to workers and the broader economy.

Maintaining the federal–state UI program is a macroeconomic balancing act. During periods of economic growth, UI agencies build up their trust funds to prepare to stabilize the workforce and economy during periods of economic recession. However, while the level of funding in a state’s UI trust fund is an important indicator of a state’s recession readiness, just as important—perhaps even more so—is a state’s ability to make benefits available to workers accurately, efficiently, and in a timely manner during a recession. As we evaluate the effect of modernizing IT systems, it is critical that we recognize access to benefits as an important countercyclical tool.

Who Does the System Serve?

UI systems have two primary customers: workers and employers. While worker benefits are the most visible part of the system, employers also interact with the UI system from both a tax and a benefit perspective.

While every state operates its program differently, in general, employers are charged for UI benefits based on their former employees’ experience with the system. This taxation system is referred to as “experience rating.” State UI taxes (assessed per the State Unemployment Tax Act, or SUTA) are levied on whatever the state sets as a Taxable Wage Base—which can vary from the first $7,000 of income to the first $46,800 each worker earns. The UI tax structure gives employers an interest in whether or not workers receive benefits, as benefit receipt can put employers on the hook for higher taxes. Employers are also included in initial investigations into benefit eligibility, receive notices about eligibility determinations, appeal determinations, and often participate in administrative hearings that address the reason a worker is unemployed.

Workers have historically been assessed for eligibility on two bases: financial eligibility and separation eligibility. Financial eligibility is based on how much money a worker earned during the qualifying base period and how often they earned money. Separation eligibility addresses why the worker is unemployed—that is, whether they left their job for a qualifying reason, such as through a layoff, a discharge without cause, or quitting for good reason.

Workers also have continuing eligibility requirements that require them to file weekly or biweekly certifications to receive benefits in which they must report any earnings, show they are able to work, and inform the state they are still unemployed. Additionally, workers’ continuing eligibility may be challenged based on their availability for work and effort made to find suitable employment. In order to interact with the system, workers must file initial claims, communicate with the agency representatives, file continuing claims, receive notices about eligibility, appeal determinations, and participate in administrative hearings.

The states are obligated under federal law to serve customers in a manner that also ensures due process. Specifically, the Social Security Act of 1935, which created the UI program, requires that the states provide for “methods of administration . . . reasonably calculated to assure the full payment of compensation when due” and for a “fair hearing.” These provisions necessitate fair but also rapid and accurate administration of the program so that workers are able to receive benefits within a few weeks of losing work. Failing to conform to these requirements can trigger the loss of a tax credit to employers (per the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, or FUTA) of 5.4 percent of the first $7,000 in worker pay. The U.S. Department of Labor’s Employment and Training Administration (ETA) plays a critical role enforcing these federal safeguards and ensuring compliance by the states.

Racial Equity Implications of the UI System

The evidence suggests that institutional racism plays a significant role not only in unemployment but also in access to UI systems. If we look at the racial equity implications of
modernizing UI systems, we see a compelling reason to center the experiences of Black and brown workers.

**HIGHER UNEMPLOYMENT RATES**

Black and Latinx workers face labor market obstacles and exclusions due to hiring discrimination rates that have remained unchanged over the past twenty-five years. The unemployment rate for Black workers across almost every level of education has remained double that of white workers for nearly forty years. And in the ten largest majority-Black cities, the unemployment rate of Black residents was 3.9 to 10.8 percent higher than that of white residents.

**LOWER UI BENEFITS**

Despite facing higher rates of unemployment, evidence shows that Black and Latinx workers do not receive UI benefits at the same rate as white workers. In 2010, following the Great Recession, non-Latinx Black unemployed workers had the lowest rates of receiving UI benefits at only 23.8 percent, compared to 33.2 percent of non-Latinx white unemployed workers; meanwhile, only 29.2 percent of Latinx unemployed workers received benefits. Between April 27 and May 10, 2020, over 71.5 percent of Black unemployed women did not receive unemployment benefits, compared to just 54 percent for white unemployed women.

**RACIAL WEALTH GAP**

Applying for unemployment insurance during normal times can be a complicated and arduous process; add in a built-in waiting week policy in many states, and workers are often left struggling with a gap in income. With somewhere from half to 74 percent of all workers reporting they live paycheck to paycheck, a wait for a UI check—or no check at all—can be painful. This is particularly true if a worker doesn’t have wealth to fall back on. Being able to wait for unemployment benefits is a luxury afforded to those with savings and wealth; and unsurprisingly, this nation’s racial inequities have created a racial wealth gap.

America’s laws and policies have deprived people of color of an equitable share of the nation’s wealth. The typical net worth of a white family is nearly ten times that of a Black family and seven times that of a Latinx family. And more than 25 percent of Black households have zero or negative wealth, compared to less than 10 percent of white households. Without wealth to fall back on, workers of color are even more harmed by inefficient and ineffective systems.

**RACIAL WAGE GAP**

Racial wage gaps mean lower earnings, resulting in smaller UI benefits. Black men earn just 73 cents—and Latinx men earn just 69 cents—for every dollar earned by a white man. And while the overall gender wage gap means that for every dollar earned by a white man, the average white woman just makes 79 cents, women of color earn even less: 62 cents for Black women, 57 cents for Native American women, and 54 cents for Latinx women.

**DIGITAL AND MOBILE DIVIDE**

How people access information regarding and apply for unemployment benefits is also impacted by race. More people have mobile phones than desktop or laptop computers, and unemployment websites and applications that are not mobile-responsive disproportionately place a burden on workers of color. Twenty-five percent of Latinx and 23 percent of Black adults, compared to just 12 percent of white adults, are entirely smartphone dependent and do not use broadband at home. While more than 80 percent of white adults report owning a desktop or laptop, fewer than 60 percent of Black and Latinx adults do. And when it comes to job searches, 55 percent of Black and Latinx workers, compared to just 37 percent of white, use their smartphone to get information about a job; and when applying for jobs, Black and Latinx workers are more than twice as likely than white workers to apply for a job using their mobile device. Ensuring all workers can navigate the UI system requires access to mobile-friendly programs.
BIASED ALGORITHMS

According to the research institute Data & Society, “algorithms can be incredibly complicated and can create surprising new forms of risk, bias, and harm.” Algorithmic systems can have bias in multiple places, including biases introduced through data input or by the algorithm creator. One of the problems with algorithmic systems is that they often make decisions that result in different outcomes based on protected attributes, including race, even if these attributes are not formally entered into the decision-making process. For example, evidence shows a racial impact in medical algorithms that ignore social determinants of health or result in Black people needing to be sicker than white people before being offered additional medical help. Without external auditing systems that assess how the data is processed, these biases are allowed to go unchecked.

Due to the layers of institutional racism faced by Black, Indigenous, and workers of color, we must work alongside worker leaders and organizations to create a racially just, inclusive, and truly accessible unemployment insurance system. A modernized unemployment insurance system should center the experiences of workers of color and collect data on race and ethnicity, to ensure states are adequately meeting the needs of all workers.

Administrative Funding

Critical to the viability of state UI programs is access to adequate funding for administration of the tax, benefits, and appeals systems. The federal government funds the administration of the state UI programs, including eligibility determinations, tax collections from employers, and the appeals process. State systems have been chronically underfunded, and the resulting search for efficient technology solutions is one of the principal motivators behind benefit modernization projects.

Administrative grants are tied to the amount of unemployment insurance claims paid out by the state and therefore drop when there are improvements in the economy and declines in UI recipiency. As a result, federal grants for the administration of unemployment insurance declined by 30 percent from 1999 to 2019 on an inflation-adjusted basis.

These funding levels during this period were barely enough for states to manage the basic staff needed to operate their UI programs, let alone upgrade and maintain unemployment insurance technology. The approximately $2 billion in annual federal funds available to states before the COVID-19 crisis left state UI programs with threadbare staffs that struggled to address the sudden and major surge of claims. In particular, states lacked flexible technology that could quickly incorporate law changes, bandwidth to process claims, and enough trained staff to ramp up call center and adjudication operations that require interactions with claimants. While the federal government provided an additional $2 billion in state UI administrative funding under the Families First Coronavirus Response Act, which is allowing the states to increase staffing and pursue short-term technology improvements to respond to COVID claims, the “boom and bust” cycle of federal funding is inconsistent with the needs of the states for stable levels of funding to sustain their UI programs.

Federal regulations stipulate that states should deliver a first payment to at least 87 percent of eligible applicants within fourteen or twenty-one days from their initial claim for benefits (the difference is that those states with a waiting week are given 21 days to make a payment). The national average of first payment timeliness dropped below the national standard in 2008, which was understandable, given that the surge of unemployment in the early years of the Great Recession came before states got more administrative dollars from the formula. However, timeliness did not recover, even when UI claims fell to their lowest level in fifty years. Throughout our interviews, state officials consistently complained about having to juggle staffing to meet all their requirements, including taking claims, and cited low administrative funding as a reason for driving more claimants to online initial applications.

As a result, states have been forced to look for supplemental funding. Between 2007 and 2016, the National Association...
**FIGURE 1**

FIRST PAYMENT TIMELINESS FALLS BELOW FEDERAL STANDARD
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**FIGURE 2**

FEWER THAN HALF OF STATES HAVE MODERNIZED THEIR UI SYSTEMS
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of State Workforce Agencies reported a 115 percent national increase in state supplemental spending for UI administration. As of 2017, seventeen states and territories reported the use of a state administrative tax to supplement administrative costs; nine states reported using general revenue, while twelve states said they used other sources for administrative funding. The federal government has periodically, but not consistently, provided additional funding that has supported benefits modernization projects, as discussed further below (see “The Federal Role”).

Benefit Modernization: Where Are We Now?

Since the early 2000s, states have been working toward upgrading their UI technology. Driven by concerns about data security and privacy, administrative costs, and efficiency, states have tried a variety of methods to either wholesale replace their systems or gradually improve their components. Most have done so through contracts with private vendors, sometimes as part of a consortium, where system and maintenance expenses are shared across a group of states, but the product itself is customized to some degree to each participating state’s needs. At least one state, Idaho, handled its modernization project entirely in house. Consortium models hold the potential to generate even more financial savings if other states join the consortium later, but states still have to navigate governance issues.

For many years, modernization projects trended in the red—encountering significant cost overruns and schedule delays, with several states actually pulling their projects. As noted in the introduction to this report, as of 2016, 26 percent of projects had failed and been discarded; 38 percent were past due, over budget, or lacking critical features and requirements; and 13 percent were still in progress. However, the past few years have shown great improvement, with more states implementing final systems while controlling costs.

As of 2019, twenty-two states had completed modernization projects for their UI benefits systems and twenty-one states completed modernization projects for their UI tax collection systems (sixteen states have completed both). Thirteen states reported having UI modernization projects in development, including two—Ohio and Montana—that are re-modernizing after an early 2000s implementation.

The completed modernization projects have encountered significant problems, including numerous delays, issues with testing, data conversion errors between legacy and new systems, data loss and security issues, and poor training of staff who interact with claimants. For example, Massachusetts’ modernized system, built by Deloitte, was $6 million over budget and, after rolling out two years late, was riddled by implementation problems. Call center wait times doubled, and there were 100–300 claimant complaints per week, owing in large part to a major increase in system-generated questionnaires to claimants, which delayed claims processing.

While Tennessee’s system was developed by a different vendor, Geographic Unemployment Solutions, they experienced some of the same problems as Massachusetts: the system auto-generated numerous non-critical questions about applications that had to be cleared by staff, and the backlog for responding to user questions about claims stretched to eighty-two days after the system was rolled out in May 2016. Data conversion problems between the legacy and new system caused delays in payments, all during an implementation that a legislative audit later concluded was rushed.

In several other states, implementation has been rushed to meet external deadlines, leading to situations like that in Maine and Washington (described in depth in the case studies) where the state’s system was not ready for a surge of claimant questions, glitches caused the system to go down after launch, and repeat problems with core elements like passwords could not be solved. Florida’s CONNECT system was riddled with timeliness and accuracy problems when it launched, including more than 400,000 claims documents that were stuck in an “unidentified” queue and unable to be processed. The implementation of the new system coincided with a new requirement that claimants report five employer contacts
per week, which could only be reported online through the new system. As described in a previous NELP report, “the number of workers disqualified because DEO [the Florida Department of Economic Opportunity] found they were not ‘able and available for work’ or not ‘actively seeking work’ more than doubled in the year following the launch of CONNECT, even though weekly claims declined by 20 percent in that same year.”

The U.S. Department of Labor Civil Rights Division found that this aspect of the system had a discriminatory effect on Limited English Proficient claimants who struggled the most. New Mexico’s modernization implementation also faced a civil rights complaint from a legal service organization based on multiple language access problems, including an elderly Spanish-speaking farm worker who was told he could file online in a site that was only in English.

The U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) has issued guidance advising states to move away from phone-based work-search verification and instead move to online collection of work search activities through a case management system. But as was demonstrated in Florida, verifying details of job-seeking efforts (such as details of job applications submitted) online can be a hurdle for many claimants who have difficulty navigating online systems, like those with limited English proficiency.

The DOL guidance on work search is one aspect of the department’s focus on “program integrity,” that is, reducing the incidence of payments made in error. There have been several supplemental federal appropriations related to program integrity, which have been used to fund modernized systems featuring new models to detect improper payments and assess fraud. In one such instance gone badly awry, the state of Michigan used an automatic determination process that falsely charged more than 20,000 claimants with improperly collecting unemployment benefits (such as by both working and collecting UI benefits).

This report intends to help modernizing states learn from the challenges these early-adopting states faced. It is clear from the research done for this report that UI modernization is maturing, with several states joining forces in consortia in an attempt to reduce the costs of development and maintenance of their system. Moreover, states are benefiting from products that have been developed by vendors specifically for UI and that have been road-tested in these early applications, and can be deployed more smoothly. Still other states have designed their own unemployment insurance technology systems, and, as in the case of Idaho, are making their technologies and expertise available to other states. Taken together, these advances put the UI system in position to improve the outcomes of UI modernization, both among those states that have yet to modernize and who are looking to improve their systems. At the same time, it is important to learn from the ways that COVID-19 pandemic has tested and stressed these systems, and how states have responded.

The Federal Role

While each state UI agency is responsible for its own benefit modernization project, the federal government plays a critical role in funding the projects and oversight to ensure compliance with the legal safeguards requiring fair and timely processing of benefits. Congress has also played a monitoring role, assisted by research provided by the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO), which issued a series of reports addressing the severe staffing, phone claims system, and IT challenges that compromised access to benefits during the Great Recession.

FUNDING

Federal funds have been critical to many benefit modernization projects. During the Great Recession, Congress authorized the release of federal trust fund dollars (called “Reed Act” distributions, which are based on each state’s share of FUTA revenues) to the states to stabilize the solvency of their state trust funds, expand benefits, and support UI administration. In 2009, as part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, Congress passed the UI Modernization Act, which created an incentive program for the states to expand UI benefits for low-wage and part-time workers, many of whom are women, while also helping the states make critical investments in IT, staffing, and other UI...
administration needs. From 2009 to 2011, 39 states claimed about $4.5 billion in incentives to improve UI systems, including improving technology.45

In addition, in recent years, DOL has made varying amounts of supplemental funding available to support state consortia and state IT needs. However, that funding has been limited and typically comes with a number of strings attached, such as mandates that the systems are designed to identify UI overpayments and assurances that the projects would be completed with other sources of funding, if necessary to cover the full cost.

OVERSIGHT

DOL’s Employment and Training Administration (ETA) has set some standards in response to the growing reliance of states on technology to process UI benefits. Of particular significance, in 2015, ETA and DOL’s Civil Rights Center issued state guidance entitled “State Responsibilities for Ensuring Access to Unemployment Insurance Benefits,”46 which relied on the federal UI and civil rights laws to clarify where technology can compound problems of access to UI benefits facing many unemployed workers. On May 11, 2020, DOL updated this 2015 guidance in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, pointing out to states the requirement that they translate vital written, oral, and electronic information into languages spoken by a significant portion of the eligible or affected population, as defined by Department of Justice guidelines.47 Moreover, states must provide access to people with disabilities, including online enrollment systems that incorporate modern accessibility standards for deaf, blind, and otherwise disabled applicants.

This comprehensive interpretation of federal law provides a template for states to ensure full and fair access to benefits when modernizing their IT systems. The federal guidance clarifies that the “use of a website or web-based technology as the sole or primary way for individuals to obtain information about UI benefits or to file UI claims may have the effect of denying or limited access to members of protected groups in violation of Federal nondiscrimination law.”48 It goes on to caution that the state UI agencies “must also take reasonable steps to ensure that, if technology or other issues discussed in this [guidance] interfere with claimants’ access, they have established alternative methods of access, such as telephonic and/or in-person options.”49

On a separate track, in 2018, DOL rolled out a “pre-implementation planning checklist” for states to follow, which candidly recognizes that “recent efforts by states in launching new IT systems have resulted in unexpected disruptions in service to customers, delays in payment of benefits, and the creation of processing delays.”50 Before going “live” with a new UI benefit or tax IT system, the states are required to submit a report to DOL indicating that they have reviewed and addressed each element of the checklist,51 which covers all phases of the process, including functionality and testing of the system, customer access and usability, policies and procedures, implementation preparation, call center operations readiness, vendor support, communications, training and other core functions and activities.52

The checklist was developed with the assistance of the Information Technology Support Center (ITSC), which is operated by the national organization of state UI and workforce agency administrators (called the National Association of State Workforce Agencies, or NASWA). ITSC also provides UI IT modernization resources online and other services funded by DOL grants, which are available only to NASWA members. ITSC also provides consulting services at the initial planning phases of a state’s UI IT project.

To date, only a limited number of states have launched new systems that require submission of the planning documents. ITSC is not responsible for reviewing the pre-implementation planning documents to evaluate their compliance with the checklist. And given its limited resources and expertise in UI IT planning and implementation, ETA is likely to defer to the judgement of the states in evaluating the planning documents.
Recommendations for States

This section presents our full list of recommendations to states on how to plan, design, and implement a UI benefits modernization project. These recommendations are grounded in interviews with officials from more than a dozen states; in-depth case studies of UI modernization projects in Maine, Minnesota, and Washington; and analysis of data on UI system performance from all fifty states. (See the remainder of this report for these materials.) This list of recommendations presents:

- best practices, as identified in our interviews and case studies of state UI modernization projects;
- lessons learned about missteps to avoid; and
- best practices from beyond UI, looking at both the public and private sectors.

These recommendations will be most applicable to states that have not yet modernized, or who are in the midst of modernization. However, they may also be helpful to states that have already modernized but are looking to improve their systems.

We recognize that state UI agencies operate with limited human, financial, and technological resources. Nonetheless, we believe the recommendations presented here are achievable even within those constraints, particularly if federal funds are available to bolster state efforts.

We have structured our recommendations to follow each of the three major stages of modernization: planning, design, and implementation. Our single strongest recommendation is to place customers at the center of the project, from start to finish. The biggest mistake we saw states make was failing to involve workers at critical junctures in the modernization process. This led to systems touted as convenient and accessible, but which claimants often found challenging and unintuitive. Customer-centered design and user experience (UX) testing are widely accepted best practices in the private sector, and should be a core part of any UI modernization effort.

Stage 1: Planning

Recommendation 1.1. Set a realistic timetable. Many state officials interviewed for this project said they regretted allowing too little time and having to rush implementation. Allow ample time for planning and design, including user testing and refinement, before you roll out a new system.

Recommendation 1.2. Get buy-in from agency staff. Modernization projects demand full commitment and cooperation across all agency divisions. It may be challenging to divert talented staff away from their daily responsibilities, but to succeed, you have to embed them in the modernization effort and get their buy-in every step of the way. Experienced staff can draw on their institutional knowledge to inform operational change management. Staff with coding experience can help ease the data migration from legacy systems. Seek their input early, to inform your RFP (if you are using an outside vendor) and make sure you don’t omit anything critical.

Recommendation 1.3. Ask customers what they need. As part of your initial needs assessment, reach out to unemployed workers and employers, and ask them what they would like to see in a modernized UI system. Agency staff will provide valuable input, but there is no substitute for going straight to your customers.

Recommendation 1.4. Be willing to revamp your business process. As you plan your modernization project, don’t be held back by your current business process. Assume it can and will change, rather than designing your new system around processes that may no longer make sense in a new environment.

Recommendation 1.5. Identify key conditions in your RFP. If you are using an outside vendor, making these three conditions clear in your RFP will help you negotiate a contract that sets you up for success.
Pennsylvania and Massachusetts Listen to Stakeholders

Two states have now created mechanisms for stakeholder involvement and feedback in these projects. In 2017, Pennsylvania’s legislature created the “Benefit Modernization Advisory Committee” in the bill that provided funding for Pennsylvania’s new project. The small committee consists of employer, labor, technologist, and claimant representatives, along with three agency staff members who will use the new system. By law, the committee:

- meets at least quarterly with project and agency leadership;
- receives monthly updates on the project;
- monitors the implementation and deployment of the project, providing feedback and both formal and informal recommendations; and
- submits a yearly report of the project’s process and the committee’s project recommendations to the legislature.

In 2020, Massachusetts’ legislature created a similar advisory council in the funding mechanism for upgrades to the modernized system that was deployed in 2013, and includes the council in the bid selection process. The advisory council has similar responsibilities to Pennsylvania’s committee, but had broader stakeholder involvement, creates greater project transparency, and requires feedback from vulnerable communities:

[T]he advisory council shall solicit input on the criteria utilized for the selection of the bid evaluation from low-wage unemployed workers, people with disabilities who use assistive technology, community-based organizations that advocate for people with limited English proficiency, people of color, recipients of unemployment benefits and individuals with technological expertise in systems designed to maximize user accessibility and inclusiveness.

1.5.1. Retain control of the go-live date. You don’t want to be rushed by a vendor into rolling out a new system before you are confident that you are ready.

1.5.2. Allow for extensive usability testing by your staff and customers. Some vendors only test out a product with their own software engineers, a narrow approach known as user acceptance testing (UAT). Make sure you have the opportunity for broader user experience (UX) testing, to gather input from workers and employers in your state.

1.5.3. Provide for tech support after the go-live date. Even the best-planned modernization project will not roll out perfectly. Require the vendor to train your staff in advance so they can handle issues as they arise and make changes to the system. In addition, make sure the vendor remains available to you after rollout without further costs.

Stage 2: The Design Process

Recommendation 2.1. Get user feedback from a broad range of stakeholders. Create ample opportunities throughout the design process for workers and employers to try out features of your system, and tell you what makes sense to them and what doesn’t. There are others who will use the system frequently and should be involved in testing as well. They include labor unions, legal aid organizations, community groups, and other social service agencies. Be sure to compensate members of the public for their time and transportation costs when you invite them to participate in focus groups or other consultations.

Recommendation 2.2. Allow plenty of “sandbox” time for agency staff. Create both structured and unstructured opportunities for staff to experiment with features of the system as it is being developed and recommend improvements.

Recommendation 2.3. Build in key features that help customers and reduce the burden on agency staff. While the precise design of your system should be guided by the needs of your customers and staff, there are a set of features that we recommend building into any system (and writing into your vendor contract).

2.3.1. Create a substantive, accessible claimant portal. Customers should be able to access a portal where they can perform all essential tasks: filing an initial claim, continuing
claim, or appeal; checking on the status of a claim or appeal; completing fact-finding questionnaires; uploading documents and evidence, and reviewing correspondence.

2.3.2. Go for a professional look. Your website should present your agency as the professional operation that it is. The interface should look like the private sector websites customers are used to encountering; if it doesn’t, customers may be less likely to trust it, resulting in higher call center volume and more paper applications.

2.3.3. Make your website mobile-optimized. More people have mobile phones than desktop or laptop computers. Low-wage workers and workers of color are particularly likely to rely on their phones for Internet access. While more than 80 percent of white adults report owning a desktop or laptop, fewer than 60 percent of Black and Latinx adults do. Some states had already been planning to optimize their sites for mobile access before the COVID-19 pandemic struck; Connecticut, for example, quickly made that change afterwards. There’s no need to build an app; just make sure your website reformats automatically for mobile devices.

2.3.4. Design a sensible password reset process. At the start of the pandemic, a major source of delay in filing unemployment claims was the overwhelming number of people getting locked out of their accounts. Technology exists to implement secure password reset protocols that do not require the mailing of a new password or other action by agency staff. Using those protocols saves time and frustration for everyone.

2.3.5. Make online and mobile systems available 24/7. In an era when online commerce and banking happens at all hours, workers expect similar access to the UI system. Allowing claims to be filed at any time also reduces pressure on the system when demand surges, by spreading out the claims.

2.3.6. Automatically save incomplete applications, and provide a warning before timing out. Too many systems kick customers out before they have completed their claim. Auto-save can prevent them from having to start all over again if they leave their applications open on their screens for too long while searching for information. Providing a warning before a customer is timed out is an added safeguard, but doesn’t substitute for auto-save.

2.3.7. Allow customers to choose email or texting as a communications method. It is unrealistic to expect that customers will constantly log back into the system to check for updates. Push information out through email or text, and allow customers to choose which method works best for them. Minimize the use of mailed documents; if it is required by law, make that clear to customers.

2.3.8. Permit customers to email in or upload documents from a computer or mobile device. The system should be designed to allow photographs and scans of documents to be easily submitted. This is how mobile banking works; UI should be no different.

2.3.9. Avoid automated decision-making. Technology can streamline many aspects of UI, but allowing computers to make decisions is inconsistent with the requirements of due process. As a safeguard against AI-driven error, several of the states we studied required a staff member’s involvement before a claim could be denied.

2.3.10. Use plain language and smart questioning. Use simple, non-bureaucratic language. It may help to gather information from customers through a series of straightforward questions; a vendor we interviewed suggested thinking of the claims process as an interview, rather than a form to fill out. For example, many people use the terms “laid off” and “fired” interchangeably, so posing a series of simple questions about why they lost their job could provide better information and thus reduce errors.

2.3.11. Translate the application and other online materials into Spanish and other commonly spoken languages. Civil rights laws require translation of materials to ensure equal access. Translating materials also can save states money, by reducing demand for interpretive services at call centers. Washington provides an entirely Spanish-language version of its website and application, for example.
### Designing a Modern Website

Websites today include a variety of features customers are used to seeing, all of which would enhance the functioning of a UI website. They include:

- Chatbots (to answer frequently asked questions)
- Live chat (if you have the staff capacity)
- Calendaring
- Drop-down menus
- Progress bars (to track the steps in an application)
- Hover text (to pull up the definition of a term, for example)
- Select-all options (to file a batch appeal, for example)
- Expansive character limits for text fields
- Dark/dim versions

---

2.3.12. Minimize the paperwork burdens associated with work search. If your state directs claimants to register for worksearch on a state government website to search for a job, look for a way to integrate the two systems. Provide consistent guidance about what is required and avoid unduly burdening claimants. You want people spending their time looking for work, not assembling extensive documentation that your system lacks the capacity to review. Rely instead on the Reemployment Services and Eligibility Assessment (RESEA) program for verification, as needed.

2.3.13. Coordinate technology with other state agencies. If your state plans to move to a single sign-on system, make sure the password mechanism you create can be easily integrated into that new system. If your state handles appeals in a centralized manner, make sure UI claimants can tap into information about their appeals through the UI portal.

2.3.14. Provide a view-only option for non-UI staff. Workers often go to career centers and other public agencies seeking help with UI. Constituent services representatives in legislators’ offices also receive UI inquiries. Allowing public employees to log in and see what’s happening with a claim—but not to make changes that interfere with UI processing—is a best practice that Pennsylvania has adopted.

---

### Stage 3: Implementation

**Recommendation 3.1. Don’t go live during the busy season.** It’s best to avoid the November–March period, so you are not struggling to adjust to a new system at a time when seasonal claims surge.

**Recommendation 3.2. Consider rolling out pieces of the new system in stages.** Going live with just one element, like the appeals process or Disaster Unemployment Assistance (DUA) claims, gives you a chance to see how the new system is working and make refinements, before everyone has to use it. Idaho and Washington have taken this approach.

**Recommendation 3.3. Train and support your staff before going live, and on an ongoing basis.** Modernization means making big changes, not only to your computer systems but likely to your business process as well. Your staff, including those on the front lines in call centers and career centers, should feel well prepared for those changes and supported throughout the transition. Maine and Wisconsin reported that call center locations that received the most practice with the new system were the best prepared for the rollout. Minnesota also provided guidance to its staff on how to respond in an empathetic manner to claimants struggling with their new system.

**Recommendation 3.4. Staff up your call centers and deploy staff to career centers before going live.** Call center usage spikes dramatically when a new system is rolled out, as does the number of people seeking assistance with UI at career centers. Minnesota put additional staff on the phones and Maine placed staff at career centers before going live with the new system, to help manage the demand.
If you don’t anticipate being able to answer calls without substantial delays, add a call-back option, as Washington did.

**Recommendation 3.5. Have a robust community engagement plan.** Your rollout shouldn’t catch the community by surprise. Reach out in advance to stakeholders, educate them about the new system, and ask them to help spread the word. Tap into the same group you asked for help in testing your system before rollout (see Recommendation 2.1, above).

**Recommendation 3.6. Expect lots of bugs and have a clear process in place to fix them.** If you run into major problems, hold the claims, as Maine did, rather than adjudicating them, as Michigan did. Putting claims on hold during a system malfunction prevents a lot of hardship for workers, and unnecessary workload for staff who process appeals and reversals.

**Recommendation 3.7. Provide for ongoing feedback from your customers and front-line staff.** Washington, for example, used customer surveys to inform its decisions about business process changes. New Mexico did a particularly thorough job with the usability surveys it sent to claimants and employers. Be sure to dig deeper than just asking customers for their overall level of satisfaction with the experience. Provide the opportunity for feedback at every stage, not just at the end of a transaction, by which point customers may have forgotten exactly what language they found confusing or where they got stuck. Create a mechanism for staff to provide suggestions for improvements as well, and follow up in a timely manner.

**Initial Lessons from States**

In the early stages of the research for this report, the authors communicated with UI agency officials from a diverse group of about twenty states, of which over a dozen agreed to be interviewed to share the lessons learned from their experience. Specifically, the state officials were asked to share features of their modernized systems they are most proud of, and what they would do differently if they were just starting the process. Most of the states interviewed had completed the transition to modernized benefits processing, and the remaining states were fairly far along in their development.

Highlights from these initial interviews are presented below, structured to follow the three stages of a modernization process: planning, design, and implementation.

1. **PLANNING LESSONS FROM STATE INTERVIEWS**

   - **Funding is key.** As one state official emphatically put it, “FUNDING these projects is the greatest obstacle of all!” Many states relied primarily on the one-time large infusion of flexible “Reed Act” funding resulting from the 2009 Recovery Act, while others (e.g., Colorado, Utah, and Washington) accessed dedicated state funding or special tax assessments to support their programs. Some agencies have sought out a specific funding mechanism. For example, Pennsylvania currently has an employee-side tax, and at the UI agency’s request, the legislature directed some of the revenue from that tax to fund its current modernization effort.

   - **State consortia can be challenging to form, but useful.** Most states reported serious challenges forming UI IT consortia due to restrictions on federal consortia funding for such consortia, changing priorities of state political leaders, and other factors. As a result, many UI IT modernization efforts were significantly delayed or altogether abandoned in some cases. However, some states have valued and benefited from the formation of consortia to share UI IT infrastructure, expertise, and costs (including the Mississippi/Maine consortium and the Idaho/Vermont/North Dakota consortium).

   - **Strong teams representing all functions should be involved in the planning process.** Several states (e.g., Utah, Washington, Vermont) emphasized the importance of assembling strong teams.
that represent all the major functions of the agency to be involved in the planning, design, and implementation processes, and develop the expertise in the new systems. The team members should also play a central role providing the training of the system to front-line staff, both before the system is launched and on a continuous basis thereafter, while also regularly engaging the staff to solicit feedback on the system.

2. DESIGN LESSONS FROM STATE INTERVIEWS

- **New internal staffing structures and business practices may be needed.** Some states (e.g., Minnesota, New Mexico) emphasized the importance of creating internal staffing structures to more efficiently and effectively process and adjudicate UI claims. These “unified integrated” systems break down traditional agency staffing silos (e.g., creating separate units that handle initial UI claims, adjudications, and overpayments) and instead apply UI staff where they are most needed (e.g., responding by phone to resolve more complicated UI adjudication issues).

- **Investments in internal IT systems and expertise can be valuable.** Several of the states interviewed (e.g., Iowa, Utah, Minnesota, Washington) have worked with commercial off-the-shelf technologies, developed open-source technologies, or invested significantly to develop internal IT staffing and expertise in order to rely less on established vendors and provide greater flexibility to manage their UI IT systems.

- **Data conversion should begin as early as possible.** UI agency officials also recommended that states taking on new UI IT modernization efforts begin the process of data conversion from their legacy systems as early as possible and conduct extensive testing of the converted data.

- **Too little usability testing was done.** With some exceptions, such as usability studies in New Mexico, the interviews with UI officials clarified that there has been limited feedback solicited directly from workers or worker advocates to evaluate the usability of the new UI IT systems for all workers, but especially for the large proportion of unemployed workers whose first language is not English or who have limited computer literacy. Where outreach has been conducted, it has often taken place at the end of the planning and development process, when the opportunity to inform key decisions is more limited.

3. IMPLEMENTATION LESSONS FROM STATE INTERVIEWS

- **Rolling out new systems is challenging and can take a long time.** As one state official put it, UI IT modernization is a “roller coaster” ride, fraught with funding, vendor, staffing, and automation challenges. Many of the states interviewed started the process in the early 2000s, and only recently launched their automated benefits systems. Several states also experienced challenging launches of their new systems, which required major adjustments. Accordingly, most UI agency officials strongly advised that states provide for extensive lead time and testing of the technology (e.g., Wyoming tested 1,800 cases with staff before they were put in a live environment), organize the staff to ensure that “all hands are on deck” while rolling out the new system, and perhaps most importantly, wait to launch the new system during low-volume periods (e.g., during the summer months when fewer people are applying for benefits).

- **Modernization can improve UI access.** Uniformly, state UI officials emphasized the significant role that new automated and IT reforms have played in improving communication with UI claimants, with twenty-four-hour access in many cases to a range of online services and direct access to information on the history and status of the individual’s claim. Indeed, the rate of online initial and continued claims filing has increased in most states that modernized. Some states (e.g., Colorado and Mississippi) have provided mobile-ready platforms,
which helps workers in more rural communities that do not have reliable broadband access. New Mexico has also developed “personas” to help the platform accommodate particular groups of workers seeking to navigate the online claims systems by anticipating their needs and providing them with “pop ups” and other features that provide clarifying information. Several states (e.g., New Mexico and Mississippi) are also providing or developing “single service sign-on” systems, which allow workers to readily access not just UI benefits, but also job service and reemployment services.

• **UI access “pain points” remain.** Due to administrative funding limitations and other pressures, several states indicated that they are reducing access to phone-claims services, which have been critical to many workers who have more challenging claims or have experienced barriers to navigating online systems. Many states also reported that the new automated systems have generated a greater number of eligibility, disqualification, and overpayment issues, which often produce multiple unfavorable determinations that the claimant is required to respond to separately. Where possible, certain states have taken steps to intervene in a timely fashion in these cases, and at least one state (Vermont) has adopted a policy to merge these multiple determinations into a single notice and determination.

Washington interviewed several technology vendors for their project. After conducting extensive market research, Washington’s Employment Security Department (ESD) ultimately negotiated a contract with Fast Enterprises that obligated the vendor to provide ongoing system support and maintenance for its commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) product. Though agency employees reported that they have a lot of oversight over the system, it is a proprietary system owned by Fast Enterprises. Unlike Minnesota, Washington’s modernization project, which was rolled out in 2017, included no operational change management.

Maine is the only case study state that is part of a consortium, meaning that it shares system and maintenance expenses with two other states (Mississippi and Rhode Island). The Maine–Mississippi–Rhode Island consortium—ReEmployUSA—uses software developed by Tata Consulting Services (TCS), a subsidiary of the multinational conglomerate Tata Group. Maine’s personalized UI system is called ReEmployME and was rolled out in 2017. Maine made reviewing agency business processes a feature of its modernization project. The consortium owns the supporting code, though TCS provides ongoing application support.

The case studies presented in this section provide a description of our research methods as well as our findings on each state’s UI IT project and its successes and challenges.
with attention given to how modernization has impacted claimants.

**Minnesota**

Minnesota’s UI agency (the Department of Employment and Economic Development, or DEED) takes pride in its business philosophy and quality of services. It was the first state to modernize both its UI tax collection and benefit payment systems. Before the COVID crisis, Minnesota was one of the few states that regularly met the federal trust fund solvency standard. Furthermore, Minnesota does well on official performance measurements set by the Department of Labor—in 2018, Minnesota’s recipiency rate was ranked fifth highest and their average weekly benefit amount ($462.61) was ranked third highest among all state UI programs. Both measurements improved following modernization. Minnesota has been a national leader, developing and maintaining IT and claims processing systems that have been shared widely with other states. They are one of the top states in major elements of administrative performance, such as first-payment timeliness, overpayments, nonmonetary time lapse, and nonmonetary quality, a fact they are proud of. The feedback provided in focus groups by worker advocates.

**TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Study Modernization Projects At a Glance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>UI IT Program</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vendor(s)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project Duration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReEmployME (launched 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tata Consulting Services (TCS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016–2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota Unemployment Insurance (UI) Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BearingPoint, Deloitte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003–2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eServices (launched 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Enterprises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015–2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

summarized below, generated helpful recommendations to further improve upon the Minnesota system.

PLANNING IN MINNESOTA

Minnesota began planning its Unemployment Insurance Technology Initiative Project (UITIP) in 2003. Prior to UITIP, unemployment insurance was a paper-based process. During interviews, agency officials indicated that evaluating business practices and eliminating system complexities were compatible project goals.

The hallmark of the modernization project was a triage system to better manage call center operations. Minnesota’s business reorganization was intended to ensure that the majority of claims were able to be efficiently processed with minimal staff time, leaving staff to spend time on claims with more difficult issues. Under the triage system, call center staff are trained to handle common issues while transferring any exceptional scenarios to a smaller group of subject matter experts (SMEs). Project leaders observed call center staff and analyzed existing datasets to identify successful practices that could be built into the online system. These operational adjustments helped reduce work backlogs and call center wait times. Even during the Great Recession, wait times were less than three minutes, on average.

Minnesota had one of the quickest modernization processes and was able to roll out its system after sixteen months. In retrospect, the agency believed that having the project run by UI experts, rather than technology experts, was critical to its success.

The code that powers Minnesota’s online UI system was developed by third-party vendors. It was purchased by the state so that they would have full intellectual control to make any necessary or desired modifications.

STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK ON PLANNING IN MINNESOTA

- Stakeholders were not really consulted during the planning stages of the project. While

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Before Modernization</th>
<th>Just After Modernization</th>
<th>Now</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overpayment rate</td>
<td>11.70%</td>
<td>10.70%</td>
<td>6.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total denials as a percent of claims</td>
<td>31.50%</td>
<td>30.80%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmonetary determination separation quality</td>
<td>68.70%</td>
<td>76.70%</td>
<td>84.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First payment timeliness</td>
<td>88.60%</td>
<td>88.00%</td>
<td>93.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmonetary determination timeliness</td>
<td>82.00%</td>
<td>75.90%</td>
<td>88.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent online claims (initial)</td>
<td>16.00%</td>
<td>30.40%</td>
<td>87.90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Indicators that have declined since modernization are shaded dark grey.
• Minnesota has an Unemployment Insurance Advisory Council, it had grown to over forty members around the time of modernization and was not engaged with the modernization project.

DESIGN IN MINNESOTA

Minnesota’s online application was designed with common scenarios in mind. Rules-based routing populates relevant questionnaires for applicants, expediting fact-finding stages. The system automatically detects and flags issues that require further fact-finding and generates relevant questionnaires for the applicant. The design approach from DEED was to “meet claimants where they are” rather than having to chase them down for information later. DEED reviewed prior claims data to determine the decision trees and drop-down options in the application and questionnaires. For weekly work search questions, DEED consulted with an outside academic to identify which questions actually cut to the heart of what it means to “search for work.”

The online self-service options available to claimants were completely new, since no online access was available prior to the project. At the time of our interview, the online system had a forty-five-minute “time-out” for initial applications, with limited autosave functionality. Claimants and employers, or employer representatives, are able to file claims as well as appeals online. They can also pick their hearing date and time, request interpretation, add witnesses, and add representatives. However, while prior to the UITIP, parties could file a single appeal that covered several issues, the new online appeals system requires a separate appeal for every issue. The system does not permit a party to select multiple issues to be addressed in a single appeal. While DEED still attempts to “batch” many of these appeals on the back end, that process is not automated and there is no way for parties to mark multiple appeals as “related” to ensure batching.

All credibility determinations are made by DEED staff, and no overpayment determinations are made without an actual person involved. The backend functionality “pushes” flagged issues to adjudicators, with the oldest issue flagged as top priority, to help streamline claim processing. Still, the system primarily relies on the ability of claimants to answer detailed questionnaires, which were written at a high literacy level.

The two-stage design project included user testing. During the first phase, the agency assembled focus groups composed of employer customers and third-party administrators. These user groups were shown prototypes of the self-service system and asked for feedback. The second phase invited employers, third-party administrators (TPAs), and current UI applicants to participate in focus group discussions. Feedback from the focus groups helped the agency make improvements to website navigation and wording prior to the official launch.40

STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK ON DESIGN IN MINNESOTA

• Hours were limited. Focus group participants were frustrated by the website’s limited service hours. While most Internet users expect 24/7 access to online services, Minnesota’s online UI system is only available from 6:00 AM to 6:00 PM, Monday through Friday. Claimants explained that they found this timeframe inconvenient, especially when they were also actively looking for work.

• Navigation was difficult. Workers also noted that navigating the website was challenging, given the text-heavy design of many of the webpages. The online application generated long questionnaires that required close and careful reading, often resulting in claimants “timing out” of the system and losing their progress. Most participants revealed that they resorted to drafting their answers in a word-processing application to copy and paste into the application.

• There was no advocate access point. Legal aid attorneys reported that the system was designed without an online access point for representatives in which they could file appeals or review documents to help claimants understand agency communications (unlike employer accounts,
which have an access point for TPAs). Having an access point into the system would legitimize their role as claimant representatives, one attorney said, and make the new system more transparent for claimants and advocates alike.

IMPLEMENTATION IN MINNESOTA

UITIP went live in 2007, and despite its careful planning, Minnesota immediately experienced several issues with the new system. First, the website was rolled out prior to the 2008 recession, and during the winter months, when many seasonal workers were filing. The agency was down to just thirty full-time employees at that time, which was inadequate for handling the volume of applications received. The call center was inundated with panicked questions about the online application, many of which were users who had forgotten their password or been locked out of their account. Additionally, staff were also struggling to adjust to the new triage system. Some call center staff still treated UI as a “case system” in which every call warranted close, personal examination. Still others treated phone assignments as punishment.

Minnesota’s UI IT modernization project was delivered on time and on budget, though it took time and training for the new program to achieve its high performance metrics post-modernization. When we interviewed DEED staff, approximately 90 percent of UI applications were received online. However, agency leadership affirmed that the core of their UI operations would always be the call center. DEED operates the only dedicated call center training room within the department. New call center workers receive empathy training and attend emotional intelligence seminars to improve customer service prior to taking calls. Training also prepares staff to handle technological questions, as they use the administrative version of the online application for data entry. Call center workers can even see what information claimants have input into the system to assist them with their application. Moreover, the state thinks of their triage system as a model for other states. Along with computer modernization, the state put in a new business process in which calls are first answered by generalists who can answer basic questions, and then are routed to different staff members who are specialists for more difficult questions about benefits and legal issues. DEED staff see this as an adoption of call center models used in the private sector, and see themselves as being in the business of providing service.

However, the original build tied the frontend presentation layer—the user interface—closely to the backend business logic, which prevents the agency from making significant changes to what the customer sees or even offering different language versions of the online application, without changing the code for the entire system. It also prevents changes that would improve the visual appeal of the application and self-service options. DEED is planning to separate the presentation layer so that it can make such changes in the future. Since go-live, DEED has created Spanish, Hmong, and Somali language videos to help claimants through the filing process, but acknowledges that these resources are not a satisfactory replacement for supporting multiple other-language versions of the online application.

STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK ON IMPLEMENTATION IN MINNESOTA

• System is still paper-based. Focus group participants were surprised by the amount of mailed paperwork they still received given the introduction of a fully online option. Even though the new system allows applicants to file entirely online, questionnaires can generate issues that require further information from applications that must be mailed or faxed to the agency. Furthermore, the system does not allow claimants to attach supporting documents to their online application or to send them via email.

• Password reset problems occurred. One of the inevitable consequences of most UI modernization projects—a spike in technical support questions related to resetting passwords—continues to be handled by DEED entirely via snail mail. Claimants that get locked out of their online accounts must call DEED to request a password reset. During focus groups, participants who experienced this issue
One Minneapolis focus group participant explained that by using the online application, she expected all agency communications to be delivered electronically. She was used to checking her online account for new messages. Consequently, she overlooked a mailed notice informing her to attend a mandatory workforce seminar. She missed the appointment and received an electronic communication shortly thereafter announcing that she was no longer eligible for unemployment benefits. She was only able to reinstate her benefits after filing an appeal.

explained that they lost a week of potential benefits while waiting for their new password to arrive by mail.

- **Workers were generally pleased with the website access and call center help.** Participants acknowledged that while Minnesota’s online system replicates certain pre-modernization access barriers, the website is convenient—especially for younger workers. One participant explained that he finished his online application in less than ten minutes. He said that most of the questions were easy to understand, even if they weren’t designed to address his particular situation. Focus group participants generally were pleased with DEED’s call center. They reported that call times could occasionally be long, but most of the staff were considerate and empathetic.

- **Triage system was imperfect.** Though call center support was expedient, it was not always helpful. A Minneapolis participant explained that it was difficult to get a “straight answer” to a “straightforward question” about his eligibility. Other participants echoed this sentiment, admitting that certain call center staff didn’t have the authority to answer any complex inquiries—an actual feature of the triage system. Another Minneapolis participant suggested that call center workers weren’t “worried about giving me the wrong answer,” but “worried about giving me an answer that I’m going to use later [during] an appeal.”

- **Claimants experienced increased disqualification and appeal problems.** Legal aid attorneys raised concerns about the new appeals system and the requirement that claimants file separate appeals for each individual issue. The modernization project resulted in an increase in determinations and disqualifications for their clients, especially concerning wage reporting and continuing eligibility requirements. Attorneys reported that clients often missed appealing an issue and did not understand separate appeals were necessary. The new online system also failed to clearly demarcate at what point an appeal was considered “filed,” and many claimants missed going to the final screen and therefore never timely filed their appeals.

- **Department was responsive to identified problems.** Legal services attorneys reported that technical issues they identified in the system after it went live did lead to later positive changes. For example, a prominent button that would dismiss existing appeals was fixed to prevent claimants from clicking it in error, and a notification was added to alert applicants about the thirty-minute time-out window.

- **System was not built for all workers.** Legal aid attorneys explained that they represented some of the most vulnerable worker populations, and that their clients experienced language and technological barriers, as well as complex appeals, in the new system. Post-modernization, it became more common to address a client’s multiple issues across multiple hearings (in the past, all issues could usually be resolved in one hearing).
Washington's performance, as compared to other states, has been impacted by modernization. The agency experienced a dip in the quality of nonmonetary determinations after modernization, from above the national standard of 75 percent quality to below after modernization. The state agency attributed the problem to an overreliance on the computerized tools and insufficient proactive fact finding, something they are training on and reported seeing some better results beyond the study period. As will be described below, most states, including Washington, experienced an increase in the denial rate after modernization and Washington went from the states least likely to issue a denial to an average state on denial rates. In the agency’s opinion this is because claims were more likely to be accurately decided at first, rather than having to be reworked and redone. This aside, modernization has coincided with tighter monitoring of work-search activities which are the underlying source of this increase in denials.

**PLANNING IN WASHINGTON**

In 2010, ESD requested state funds to help leverage existing federal funds for modernization. The legacy mainframe
system, called GUIDE, required thousands of patches and several ancillary systems to manage added agency functions, like the Reemployment Trade Adjustment Assistance (RTAA) program. It was a difficult request to make during an economic recession, but the state legislature was responsive and made a significant investment in improving the system. To its credit, the legislature has continued to invest state dollars in the administration and IT needs of the program.

ESD issued a request for proposals aimed at procuring a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) product to support their UI IT project. After interviewing six vendors, ESD and Washington’s Attorney General signed a contract with Fast Enterprises. Agency officials were satisfied with terms of the contract. They reported that they enlisted several experts from the many Washington-based technology industries to help with gap analysis, feasibility study, and training prior to contract negotiations. Consequently, ESD had full control over the go-live date.

The contract also obligated Fast Enterprises to provide system maintenance and security. Fast Enterprises sent their own staff to support ESD during and after the unemployment tax and benefits (UTAB) modernization project. ESD reported being pleased with the support provided by the Fast Enterprises staff, and viewed their involvement positively. Unsurprisingly, our interviews at ESD included several Fast Enterprises employees now working on the twelfth version of the system. ESD found it difficult to keep high quality developers in house and up to speed with FAST, especially given the private sector competition for programmers in the state.

The Fast Enterprises core product had previously been implemented in Michigan. To learn and improve upon Michigan’s experience, ESD project members spent time speaking with Michigan officials about pain points and lessons learned.

As part of the project planning team, ESD pulled staff from all of its units to make sure it had the right people at the table, especially those who would be on the front line of the system implementation. One takeaway from ESD was that “if you do not feel the pain of missing those workers in your daily operation of the system, you did not choose the right people for the project.” ESD also learned that it was best to only make major decisions with a large team while authorizing some project team members to make smaller decisions. ESD also engaged some users in testing of the system through its local workforce centers toward the end of the project, but found that at that point it was too late to make any real changes to the product prior to implementation.

STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK ON PLANNING IN WASHINGTON

As in Minnesota, worker advocates in Washington were mostly unaware of the benefit modernization project until implementation. Employers were included in the project only through some initial testing, when ESD brought sixty employers in for beta testing to help identify easy fixes to the system.

DESIGN IN WASHINGTON

Fast Enterprises already had a core product, so it was able to code the core architecture changes for UTAB quickly. However, like any commercial off-the-shelf product, this meant that the core design of the system was outside of Washington’s control and there was little leeway to make customizations.

One of the highlights of the UTAB design is the range of user self-service tools, which allow claimants more advanced access than the mainframe. For example, prior to UTAB, if a claimant missed a weekly certification, they could only reopen the claim by speaking with ESD staff on the phone. With UTAB, claimants can now reopen their claims online and are able to file for up to four weeks of backdating. Additional highlights include:

• Claimants can send messages through the online portal to ESD, and can attach documentation to be added to their claim.
• Claimants can file appeals through the system, and the system will pre-fill information based on previous data entries.

• All determinations are available to view online.

At the time of our interviews, all elements of UTAB were mobile responsive except for the initial claim application. The initial application has a fifteen minute auto logout, and no autosave feature, although claimants can save their application at the end of each page. Unlike most other systems, the initial application does not ask for significant separation information. Instead, after the application is filed, the system may flag a separation issue and then add a questionnaire to the eServices portal.

One major design change with the initial system was a change to the notices of determination. Prior to UTAB, all determinations were free form, and while there were some templates, adjudicators had full control over the content. Adjudicators commented that the new system “took a lot of thinking” out of the determinations and instead put in place a check-box system. Adjudicator indicated that independent analysis of facts felt more difficult and were limited in what would appear on the determination because they could not write in a free form manner. A state court later ruled these determinations insufficient to meet due process requirements, and ESD updated its system, although adjudicators still lack much of the flexibility they had prior to UTAB.

However, after reviewing the implementation of the FAST system in Michigan, Washington was extra careful about integrating any automated decision-making into its system. For fraud, every decision is evaluated by a human representative. While certain types of eligibility issues can “go presumptive” based on the burden of proof if one party does not respond, the only automated decision-making occurs with weekly job search reporting. This may explain the substantial increase in disqualifications for worksearch in the state, and the denial rate for these reasons more than doubled after modernization, from 2 percent of all weeks claimed to 5 percent of all weeks claimed.

STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK ON DESIGN IN WASHINGTON

• Online services reviews. Workers had mixed responses to UTAB and the new online services (which the state calls eServices). Some workers focused on the following advantages:

  ◦ Many of the Seattle workers explained that it was helpful to see all their information listed out in one place, a record of ESD communications, and the amount of benefits money still available to them.

  ◦ Workers found it helpful to be able to appeal in the same system they saw their determinations.

Others struggled to navigate eServices:

  ◦ Many workers struggled with the system timeouts. For appeals, workers said when they timed out they lost everything they had written. For weekly claims, they often timed out while trying to answer the weekly work search questions, which were quite long and cumbersome. If they did not affirmatively hit save somewhere in the claim, they would lose everything they had entered.

  ◦ Workers reported that the eServices portal was not intuitive and many encountered problems trying to find their determinations or other important information.

  ◦ Workers noted that sometimes there were multiple claim years available on eServices, but that it was difficult to navigate between them and find the current information.

• Claimant advocates had no access to eServices. As in Minnesota, claimant advocates were frustrated by their lack of access to the system, which made it difficult for them to see eligibility decisions or help claimants navigate the problems identified above.
• **ESD determinations were unclear.** The change in determination structure had a major impact on workers. Workers reported receiving one line decisions telling them they had been disqualified for benefits, but without any context or description of the facts. Some stated they did not even know what issue was involved in their disqualification. Advocates reported similar problems and that administrative law judges could not rule on the determinations in many of these cases due to the lack of information.

• **Out of eleven focus group participants in Sunnyside, Washington, only one was able to use eServices.** The migrant workers primarily used the telephone services to contact ESD. Most did not have access to a computer and could not navigate eServices on their phones. A few who tried could not manage to finish the initial application online and had to call. Despite this, workers reported feeling continuously pressured by ESD to use eServices.

### IMPLEMENTATION IN WASHINGTON

Project development was delayed and system changes were creating some frustrations and concerns about job security. Because the agency was not satisfied with the testing and system readiness, the original launch date had to be reset multiple times. Washington’s UI website was ultimately launched in January 2017.

Like Minnesota, Washington’s go-live came during a period of higher unemployment claims related to seasonal industries. Agency staff present at the time recall severe performance issues related to the launch, reflected in Washington’s official performance statistics from 2017. That year, the state was only able to deliver initial payments to 72.6 percent of eligible claimants within twenty-one days—short of the 87 percent federal standard. In 2018, the state’s performance had improved to 81.8 percent.

One of the primary issues during the launch was system overload. Call volume spiked dramatically, resulting in only about a 20 percent chance for connection. Panicked claimants experienced busy signals, dropped calls, and system error messages due to higher-than-expected web traffic. Although the rollout was marred by public complaints, ESD and Fast Enterprises staff recalled how the launch helped them redouble their efforts to make the project a success. The agency hired thirty more agents to answer the phones. Even with minimal training, they were able to meet agency benchmarks for call handling times 93 percent of the time and cut wait times by 67 percent. By 2018, the call center connection rate had surged to 99 percent. Washington stood out as a state that collected a large amount of data about the functioning of its modernized systems, and used that data to make improvements.

Since go-live, ESD has expanded telephone hours to increase access and has done empathy training with all of its staff. ESD has also partnered with local workforce centers and twenty-three of these centers across the state have ESD staff placed on site. ESD explained that many of the (primarily migrant) agricultural workers in the center of the state had limited computer skills and relied on workforce staff for assistance with their UI claims.

A 2019 claimant survey that garnered over 16,000 responses found that 85 percent of claimants were using eServices and 62 percent were using the call center. Using the analytical tools within eServices, staff analyzed whether they could safely reduce support for call center operations; specifically, their interactive voice response (IVR) system (an automated routing system for filing weekly claims by telephone). With approximately 33 percent of claimants using the IVR system to file weekly claims, ESD felt that transitioning away from these services would negatively affect claimants and the state’s recipiency rate.

One other major learning experience from ESD implementation was around staff training on the new system. Fast Enterprises had done limited “just-in-time” training prior to the original go-live date. Delaying the launch twice left staff underprepared for the actual launch. Furthermore, the system training environment didn’t use actual data or bring together all elements of the system in a holistic way. During our interviews, ESD staff recognized that they had
not prioritized training during contract negotiations. As a result, ESD had to significantly increase its own staff training and engagement. ESD staff recommend that states embed training staff in the development phases of the project, host expanded morning Q&A sessions during implementation, provide space for training in live environments, and plan for retraining three to six months after implementation.

While state did have a usability vendor, the agency reported not having enough time to implement many of the suggestions. ESD made efforts to gather feedback on its system after implementation. A feedback form embedded within the eServices portal has led to further operational tweaks and a dramatic reduction in claimant complaints.

STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK ON IMPLEMENTATION IN WASHINGTON

• Claimants could not get through on the phone. Workers confirmed that after go-live the phone systems were overwhelmed. Many experienced long wait times or could not get through. Advocates reported that their clients who lacked access to computers, were not technologically literate, or had language barriers were unable to file or navigate their unemployment cases when they could not get through on the phones. However, all focus group participants said they still had to rely on the call center even with the addition of eServices. For most participants, the call center was their primary means of securing UI benefits and a critical resource for when they had questions or issues.

• The Office of Administrative Hearings (OAH) did not modernize. In Washington, all administrative appeals are centralized in OAH, which is separate from ESD. OAH did not have a modernization project, so although customers received electronic notices from ESD, they only received paper notices from OAH. This led to many workers missing their hearings because they did not know to look for mailed notices. It also caused issues on the back end. Advocates reported much longer wait times for benefits to be released after winning a hearing with OAH and that instead of having one hearing scheduled to cover multiple appeals for a single client, there were multiple hearings scheduled. ESD plans on improving the process so they are more aligned with OAH in the future, and electronic delivery is being turned on as of 2020.

• Migrant workers lacked trust in the system. Many of the Sunnyside focus group participants’ first or only language was Spanish. While noting that eServices were available in Spanish, the workers overwhelmingly preferred filing using the phone and always called ESD with their questions. However, their interactions with ESD representatives often made them feel like ESD was looking for ways to disqualify them or accuse them of fraud. This was especially true for worksearch. Given the limited number of warehouses in their town, many workers had no way to report three work searches per week. They were also afraid that if they applied to other, less well-paid work, they would have to accept an offer and miss their opportunity to return to their warehouse job when recalled.

Maine

Maine’s Bureau of Unemployment Compensation completed its benefits modernization project in 2017. The agency is part of the ReEmployUSA consortium, which uses software developed by Tata Consulting Services (TCS). Maine’s UI benefits website—ReEmployME—had a difficult launch that received significant public attention. However, recent changes in leadership have led to a renewed openness and focus on enhancing access to services and improving the system to be more user-friendly, as reflected in the state’s participation as a case study in this project. For example, to expand access to the system, the new leadership prioritized increasing the staff in the state’s local one-stop career centers to provide increased direct, in-person services to workers. They also reengaged with key stakeholder groups representing workers, reestablishing crucial lines of communication. The state’s UI program remains above
the national average in its recipiency rate (ranked twenty-first among all states in 2018) and is one of the only states that saw benefit denial rates drop after modernization. In 2019, the state’s average weekly benefit ($351) replaced 52 percent of the state’s average weekly wage, which was above the national average of 45 percent. The worker advocates and claimants who participated in the focus groups raised several access concerns, which are summarized below, while applauding the direct service they received from the agency when they were reached by phone.

Table 6 reveals other positive impacts following benefits modernization—notably, the state’s overpayment rate went from one of the highest in the nation (seventeenth) prior to modernization to one of the lowest (forty-fourth). Despite these successes, Maine has struggled to improve its rankings and meet national performance standards post-modernization.

PLANNING IN MAINE

After Maine moved its system off the mainframe in 2000, the state began planning for modernization of its remaining legacy design in 2013. The Bureau of Unemployment Compensation decided to proceed with the consortium model, noting that it would take less staff and funding resources, and appreciating the shared governance and systemwide updates. Maine joined Mississippi’s ReEmployUSA consortium for a system designed by TCS.

The original ReEmployUSA consortium states included Mississippi, Maine, and Rhode Island; Connecticut and Oklahoma will join the consortium but are still in project development. Mississippi went live with its system in early 2017 and led the product development as the original user, having received a grant several years earlier to convert into an online rules based system. The U.S. Department of Labor awarded the consortium a $90 million development grant to help Maine and Rhode Island integrate Mississippi’s UI IT system framework under Mississippi’s leadership.

The ReEmployUSA consortium is cost-effective because it leverages existing technology and eliminates the need for state agencies to design their online platform from scratch. Maine was also able to operate through Mississippi’s procurement process, and all steps were reviewed by legal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Before Modernization</th>
<th>Just After Modernization</th>
<th>Now</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overpayment rate</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>19.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total denials as a percent of claims</td>
<td>45.3%</td>
<td>36.3%</td>
<td>46.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmonetary determination separation quality</td>
<td>84.9%</td>
<td>76.2%</td>
<td>81.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First payment timeliness</td>
<td>91.9%</td>
<td>81.9%</td>
<td>59.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmonetary determination timeliness</td>
<td>86.3%</td>
<td>79.2%</td>
<td>71.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent online claims (initial)</td>
<td>50.1%</td>
<td>69.6%</td>
<td>64.90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Indicators that have declined since modernization are shaded dark gray.
counsel for both states. The consortium then developed a Memorandum of Understanding for the development stage of the project, and the consortium itself owns the code for the project. Mississippi also sent some of its UI staff to Maine to assist with the project and provide feedback on the Mississippi experience.

STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK ON PLANNING IN MAINE

Similar to the other projects in the case study, no nongovernmental stakeholders were included in planning of the system before it was launched in 2017.

DESIGN IN MAINE

The consortium model comes with certain limits on design. Similar to a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) system, many of the core components were predetermined based on the Mississippi system, otherwise considered the “core product.” Maine did perform a gap analysis of Maine and Mississippi law to determine any changes that were necessary to conform to Maine’s UI law. Maine found that there was an 85 percent code match for benefits and appeals, but the gap analysis took more time than was originally expected.

In large part because Maine’s core system was developed in the late 2000s as part of the Mississippi project, the presentation layer does not reflect modern design and dynamism of Washington’s system, which went live around the same time. Neither the initial application nor the weekly certification systems are mobile-responsive. When the system went live it also had a five-minute timeout for both types of filing, and only some autosave features for the weekly certifications. However, the weekly certifications are designed in an easy-to-understand way for wage reporting, which is a frequent challenge for many claimants to understand clearly.

The portal provides a way for parties to view determinations and appeal online. The portal also includes an internal messaging system. While there is no way in the portal to upload documentation, UI claim examiners often provide their email address so that claimants can send them documents.

There is no automated decision-making in Maine’s system design. Maine’s unemployment law requires scheduled fact-finding by telephone on potentially disqualifying issues. Fact-finding notices are still mailed and provide parties with a scheduled time for the interview.

STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK ON DESIGN IN MAINE

- **Smartphone usability.** While Maine provides for smartphone access, which is a positive feature of the system, the focus groups reported that navigating ReEmployME on smartphones was difficult, especially when trying to access different tabs or parts of the online portal.

- **The online system was not user-friendly, regardless of access point.** While some users, mostly younger or technology-savvy workers, were able to navigate the system, many claimants noted the following problems that prevented them from smoothly using the online system:

  - Many reported that the website often crashed or would be unavailable.

  - Claimants could not go back and change answers easily if they made a mistake, because the system did not include a “back” button. Instead, they would have to log out and back in to make changes if they accidentally hit the wrong radio button.

  - Claimants had trouble using the drop-down menus, and did not understand why there was not an “other” with an opportunity to explain in many sections, given the broad scope of workers’ situations.

  - Several claimants commented that the dependents section constantly froze and kicked them out of the application.
• Claimants consistently timed out of the application if they received a phone call or text message, or had to go look something up.

• The “old look” design of the system. Many claimants complained about the “old look” of ReEmployME, with some referring to it as a “Windows 95,” which made the system feel unwelcoming to them.

• Workers did not receive notifications. No workers reported receiving electronic alerts when new documents were added to their portal or new information was available. Many expressed concern that they would miss important documents or deadlines. Claimants newer to unemployment also did not understand why the system did not send them a weekly prompt to file their certification.

• Workers were confused by extra paperwork. Claimants did not understand why they still received extra paperwork many weeks after the date of action. Some reported it felt like they were often asked to fill out paper forms with information they had already filled out online. Other times, they only received certain vital information by mail, like fact-finding appointments or hearings, when they felt they should be able to see those notices online. One problematic example was a union worker who took out-of-state gigs, and would receive a return-to-work form in the mail to his home address that required action on his part, rather than electronically where he could actually see it while he was away.

• Hearing files were still sent by mail and not accessible online. Similarly, claimants only received the file of paperwork for their appeal hearings by mail and had no way to access the information online.

IMPLEMENTATION IN MAINE

Maine went live with its ReEmployME benefits system in early December 2017. Similar to many other states, Maine’s decision to implement its system right before seasonal unemployment hit and the state experienced its highest quarter of unemployment led to additional challenges. The state felt forced to implement the project due to a hard date related to the funding of the project and was facing a loss of grant money.

Maine workers experienced well-documented and significant problems with the new system immediately upon its implementation. Workers had difficulties filing initial claims online and logging work search efforts, experienced arbitrary cutoffs at the end of the calendar year, and waited on hold for hours to get help by phone (sometimes only to be disconnected before they got assistance). Thousands of claimants were locked out of their ReEmployME accounts after too many login attempts, after having been incorrectly instructed that they could use their usernames and passwords from the old system. Furthermore, most front-line agency staff did not have the authority to unlock an account and reset a password. The resulting delays prevented many claimants from filing a successful claim within the mandated fourteen-day window.

The online work search documentation required for weekly certifications proved particularly challenging for claimants, who found it difficult to navigate and reported that it could only be completed on Sundays (to cover the previous week). State legislators had to step in with a bill allowing work search histories to be filed by phone or in person.

While the rollout was problematic, some of Maine’s responses to system issues provide a roadmap for how to protect workers from losing benefits. In particular, the state Department of Labor (which administers the UI program through its Bureau of Unemployment Compensation) gave claimants months to fix work search records, rather than disqualifying them based on failure to submit. Despite the widely reported problems with work search, the department said that very few claimants actually lost benefits. The department also provided leniency for claimants who missed filing claims because of login errors or other problems with the system and waived its backdating requirements.
The Department of Labor observed that claimants who lacked computer skills experienced the most challenges. Many claimants struggled with signing into the system and would forget their passwords. As in Minnesota, the most frequent type of call after implementation was from claimants who were locked out of the system. Based on this experience, Department staff recommended that other states seeking to modernize do targeted education on the password reset process as part of implementation. They also suggested that for new projects, states should roll out the registration system and portal early to give claimants a chance to register and explore.

Many of the issues were less about the actual technology than the business practices and staffing of the Department of Labor at the time ReEmployME was launched. For example, while the department had the technology for skills-based routing of telephone calls, they lacked the staff to implement it. The department also did not have enough staff at the time to support the call center hours. Similarly, the new system was designed to pick up eligibility issues that may have been missed by the legacy system, leading to an increase in fact-finding, which required additional claim examiner time. Finally, during the implementation the department reported several critical staff transitions.

The agency did make some efforts to prepare for the rollout. The Department of Labor created a Training and Support Unit that gathered information from the vendor, Mississippi, and a separate consulting firm that they hired. There were refresher training sessions offered throughout the project and after implementation. Importantly, the department gave its staff time “in the sandbox”—known otherwise as some freeform time to explore the new system. However, they found that structured exploration was the most effective. During this time, agency staff were given assignments to complete, such as practice adjudications, so they could understand how the system would work practically for them.

The Department of Labor also brought in an outside company that specializes in teaching staff how to manage different customer interactions with empathy. Staff rated this training highly, and the department now gives out a quarterly empathy award to staff. Department leadership recommended that, looking forward, they would recommend a “soft rollout” with stakeholders to get feedback before having the entire system go live. The general impression of the agency was that they were on the road to a successful rollout but the rush to go live led to unnecessary problems.

When new leadership took over in 2019, they took a hard look at changes that were necessary to improve ReEmployME and the Department of Labor’s business practices. To address access issues, the department now pays 50 percent of Employment Services staff salaries for the help they provide to UI claimants at local workforce centers and created a video tutorial to teach the staff how to use ReEmployME. During “mud season,” the spring thaw that slows down the state’s logging economy, the department set up mobile labs to help loggers access ReEmployME.

Maine is somewhat limited in the updates it can make to ReEmployME based on its position within the consortium. At the time of our interview, Maine had only recently finalized the operational memorandum of understanding with the consortium, and all changes to the core product must be agreed upon by all consortium members. When a change request comes from a UI director, they must first justify the business case for the change, followed by TCS evaluating the cost, time, and feasibility of such a change. However, one change that was noted during interviews was that Maine recently increased the timeout period on its web applications to fifteen minutes.

STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK ON IMPLEMENTATION IN MAINE

Claimants confirmed the implementation problems that were covered by the media at the time of implementation. Additionally, they and advocates noted:

- **Work search was difficult to fill out on smartphones.** Even those who attempted to answer the new work search questions online struggled. Trying
to fill in detailed information was time-intensive and claimants felt the system should be able to at least automatically populate their previous entries. Additionally, several mentioned that the system required them to enter a zip code for an employer, which they often did not know. Finally, claimants did not understand why the certification was not integrated with the state job search website they were registered on.

• Department staff could not be reached by phone. The difficulty in reaching help through the telephone system was “demoralizing” and made claimants feel like the system “was not there to help them, and that it did not want them to collect benefits.” People waited for hours on the phone and many still rarely got through. They felt like they spent time waiting on the phone that they could have spent searching for work. Sometimes they would call and just get a message telling them to use the online services. New aspects of the system, like a screen that showed there were “issues” with their claim, without more information, made the inability to talk to department staff even more frustrating.

• Lack of access was compounded by the workforce centers. Workers thought they could go to workforce centers for help, but were typically turned away or told there was nothing that could be done for them there. Thus, the expanded workforce center services prioritized by the new leadership is helpful to addressing this concern.

• Claimants whose calls got through to the department staff were extremely well treated. Claimants said they thought the department representatives were empathetic and very helpful on the phone. The representative would “give them plenty of time, almost as if they felt you had earned that time with them.” Workers always felt like they got the right information from the call center and were relieved to speak with someone about their case.

Data Analysis

The adoption of modernized unemployment insurance systems has occurred at a period when the UI system is reaching fewer unemployed workers than ever before. The percentage of all jobless workers receiving a state unemployment insurance payment has dropped from 43.7 percent in 2001 to just 27.8 percent in 2018. This metric, termed the unemployment insurance recipiency rate, reached an all-time low of 25.7 percent in 2013. Moreover, going into the COVID-19 crisis, fewer jobless workers were even filing an application. Indeed, the share of jobless workers surveyed by the Census Bureau that filed a UI application dropped in half, from 51 percent in 2006 to just 23 percent in 2016.

In examining the decline in recipiency from 2004 to 2017, economist Wayne Vroman points out not only that fewer workers are applying for benefits, but also that the increasing number of administrative disqualifications among those who do apply has driven recipiency down even further. As described below, the ways in which modernized UI systems collect, analyze, and adjudicate information submitted by claimants can increase the number of administrative denials. Modernization, however, has nothing to do with another major reason why unemployment insurance recipiency declined, which is the decline in the value of benefits. Responding to increased costs during the Great Recession, nine states reduced their basic unemployment insurance package to fewer than twenty-six weeks.

This analysis closely looks at differences between states on administrative measures, such as the portion of workers being denied benefits. Figure 3 plots the increasing numbers of modernized states and the percent of all UI submitted applications that are denied. The national UI denial rate has steadily increased as the number of states modernizing their benefit systems has grown each year. Modernization directly impacts the way in which applications are adjudicated, so there is a much more plausible connection between modernization and denial rates, and this change appears to
be correlated with more denials.

Indeed, most national and state agency officials we interviewed expressed little surprise that modernization has been associated with an increasing share of denial rates. Rather than viewing it as a negative sign of reduced claimant access to benefits, these leaders saw it as a positive sign that modernized systems were more accurately determining benefits eligibility. In their view, modernized systems were able to identify problems with benefit claims sooner through more effective fact-finding and prevent claims that may later be determined to be inaccurate, or even fraudulent.

While state officials also expressed hope that modernization might impact overpayment rates, the national overpayment rate changed little from 2012 to 2019, from 10.8 to 10.2 percent of benefits. Overpayments are a major area of concern among UI officials, as the Office of Management and Budget has identified UI as one of the federal programs with the highest level of improper payments.

**Comparing Modernized and Non-Modernized States**

To understand the impact of modernization on access to benefits and the operations of the UI system, we delved into the differences in unemployment insurance data between modernized and non-modernized states. Table 7 compares key UI program indicators between two groups of states: modernized and non-modernized. Specifically, this analysis groups the states that have modernized their programs by 2018 (twenty-two states) and those who had not modernized (twenty-eight states and the District of Columbia). The analysis employed a t-test to see whether observed differences between modernized and non-modernized states were large enough to be statistically significant, or simply within the normal range of differences between states.

This analysis shows a systematic connection between modernization and the increasing rates of denials of those who apply for benefits, but not a statistically significant difference in state recipiency rates. In other words, modernization has presented additional challenges for those who make the effort to apply for benefits. Specifically, the data in Table 7 suggests that:
• **Denial rates are statistically different between modernized and non-modernized states.** Once the analysis is limited to those workers who have applied for UI benefits, the impacts of modernization are stark. Among modernized states, the number of unemployment insurance denials increased by 16.7 percent from 2002 to 2018. Among non-modernized states, the trend is nearly the opposite—denials decreased by 16.5 percent from 2002 to 2018. This difference is statistically significant at the 95 percent level.

• **Denials relating to work search and availability to work are driving a wedge between the states.** The increase in denial rates among modernized states is driven by one type of denials—nonseparation denials. Nonseparation denials typically occur when an unemployed worker is found to have failed to meet the law’s requirement for being able and available for work and searching for a job.\(^74\) Nonseparation denials include cases when a worker fails to comply with ongoing eligibility requirements for UI like certifying their weekly work search activities or failing to report to a required appointment with a job counselor. Modernized systems have brought significant changes to the determinations of eligibility for these questions, including the ability to ask more detailed questions to claimants about their availability to work and more regularly request names connected with job search activities. As we learned from the stakeholder feedback in our case studies, these online systems can be more difficult to navigate than the phone-based systems that they replaced.

• **Denials do not appear to have reduced overpayments.** The officials we interviewed about modernization stated that the increased number of nonmonetary denials represented an improvement in issue detection, and that many of these cases would have been found to be overpayments after the fact. In other words, modernized systems better track issues such as working while collecting unemployment at the time they occur, rather than detecting them through data cross-matches that only surface after

---

**TABLE 7**  
Modernization Correlated with Increased Denials but Not Recipiency Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change in Key UI Variables, 2018 vs. 2002</th>
<th>Modernized States (n=22, 2018), = m</th>
<th>Not Modernized (n=30, 2018)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recipiency rate</td>
<td>-0.172</td>
<td>-0.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Denials</td>
<td>16.69%</td>
<td>-16.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonseparation denials</td>
<td>121.68%</td>
<td>7.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonseparation determinations</td>
<td>72.75%</td>
<td>-6.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation determinations</td>
<td>-29.77%</td>
<td>-27.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation denials</td>
<td>-34.73%</td>
<td>-31.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overpayment rates</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Bolded cells represent statistically significant differences.  
Source: Author’s analysis of U.S. Department of Labor data.
### Effects of UI Modernization on Program Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Activities</th>
<th>First Payment Timeliness</th>
<th>Nonmonetary quality</th>
<th>Nonmonetary Timeliness</th>
<th>Quality of Appeals Decision</th>
<th>Average Age of Appeals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Decline</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Improved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Improved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>Declined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of red indicators (Declined compared to national average at the time)</td>
<td>12 (60%)</td>
<td>16 (80%)</td>
<td>8 (40%)</td>
<td>11 (55%)</td>
<td>16 (80%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s analysis of U.S. Department of Labor data.
the infraction. However, our data does not find a systematic difference in overpayments between modernized and non-modernized states, so there is not evidence for the claim that increased denials have reduced overpayments.

**Modernization Impacts on Timely, Accurate Payment of Benefits**

Typically, new information technology implementations disrupt the business processes of an organization. For UI modernization, this impact can be measured by an analysis of federal performance standards, which regulate if states are deciding and paying UI benefits in a timely and accurate basis.

Table 8 displays a detailed analysis of the change in UI performance measures from the year before modernization to the year after modernization in that particular state. This analysis compares the rate of change at the time of each individual state’s modernization to the national average during the same time period. A state earns a green indicator of its UI performance if it has improved as compared to the national average and a red indicator if it has declined.

Modernization clearly impacts the quality of nonmonetary determinations, as sixteen out of the twenty states analyzed did worse than the national average. In addition, just over half of modernized states also experienced a decline in their ability to move through all the steps of the determination process and deliver a payment on time. Future modernizing states should be aware that changes to businesses processes that came along with modernization can slow state payment times during and can lead to declines in quality.

Moreover, sixteen states have a red indicator when it comes to the average age of appeals, meaning that modernization caused states to take a longer time deciding appeals of benefits. In future modernizations, states should be vigilant to the possibility of unacceptably long appeals timelines and take swift action to shorten them.

**AI and Predictive Analytics**

As state agencies upgrade their technological capabilities, more vendors have joined the market, offering tools that can automate functions previously performed by agency staff. This follows a national trend that has already impacted the public benefit system, especially state Medicaid and SNAP programs. A lot remains unknown about the types of automated decision-making, predictive analytics, and artificial intelligence currently in use by state unemployment agencies. While some of these tools can improve the functioning of the agencies, and potentially assist workers in better understanding their UI reporting requirements, major concerns about fairness, accuracy, and due process remain.

One of the driving forces behind modernization efforts has been pressure from the U.S. Department of Labor and state legislatures for UI agencies to address improper payments. Although many improper payments are not the result of fraudulent behavior, an entire cottage industry of vendors has developed to provide tools that identify and prevent fraud.

**Fraud Detection and Risk Assessment Tools**

Fraud detection and risk assessment tools aggregate and analyze data from different cross-match sources or databases and tools that use predictive analytics to detect potential fraudulent behavior or risk. They offer some limited advantages, but mostly raise concerns.

First, the limited advantages. For most of the past fifty years, unemployment systems have had access to different cross-matches with statewide and national databases that have provided information for claims investigations and determination of benefit eligibility. These cross-matches were often analyzed individually by staff, an arduous and time-consuming task. Now, many states have the capability to automatically input this new information into claims and issue fact-finding documentation or determinations, which should catch improper payments at an earlier stage. However, the aggregation of data more generally can be problematic if the underlying data is not good data. Acting
on aggregated inaccurate data only creates more barriers to benefits for workers, and more work for the agency. Furthermore, given the vast inequality in our country and the surveillance that results from using public resources, many low-income and minority workers have significantly more publicly accessible data about them than other workers applying for benefits.

Additionally, some vendors are offering “risk assessment” models or “discovery” tools that will aggregate cross-matches and other data to determine a “score” of fraud risk by the claimant, including FAST Enterprises in Washington. Risk assessment tools have proven constitutionally problematic when used in other contexts. Advocates have raised concerns about—and litigated—the use of risk assessment algorithms in bail-setting in criminal cases. Advocates have also recognized the dangers of discriminatory bias in assessment scores in the child abuse and neglect cases, which aggregate data that is inherently biased, especially against individuals of color.76

While human bias has always existed in these decision-making processes, the introduction of this technology threatens to permanently cement that bias. These aggregated scores carry with them a sense of infallibility, because of course the computer analysis is more reliable than human analysis. A state actor may quickly rely on the output as a gold standard. However, some researchers have found that the “scores” and predictions from these systems are no more reliable than a coin flip.77

An important question in these systems is what weighting the agency chooses to give the various cross-matches or data that is input into the assessment score. An outside evaluator can help states determine the fairness and accuracy of a scoring or weighting algorithm before it is deployed.

Automated Decision-making

Running a UI system requires thousands of discrete tasks, and one goal of modernized systems has been to increase efficiency. One method of increasing efficiencies is to automate more of the decisions and notices in the system. Automation has always existed in UI systems; for example, almost all initial determinations on financial eligibility are automated based on the wage reporting in the system for the claimant. Traditionally, other eligibility determinations, both separation and nonseparation, have always had a human touch, meaning that a UI representative is evaluating the facts and determining the outcome.

Vendors in the UI space are pushing technology that will remove these human touches. When information is collected, the system will issue a decision based on the programmed algorithm or analysis. Vendor websites specifically advertise that their systems can act “on behalf of” adjudicators.

The states that participated in our case studies took a careful approach to questions of automated decision-making:

• In Minnesota, the agency structured its decision-making on the idea that “humans do human things, machines do machine stuff—but the humans can always override the machines.” The Minnesota system flags and identifies eligibility issues on its own, which increases operational efficiency but does eliminate some flexibility in claim taking. But on the actual eligibility determinations, there is always a human touch, especially on credibility, which can often be the dispositive factor in UI decisions.

• In Washington, the agency was very careful about automation, as its vendor, FAST Enterprises, had been involved in the Michigan modernization project that resulted in state and federal litigation about its automated decision making. Leadership visited Michigan to better understand the pain points so they would not be replicated in Washington. Notably, the agency ensured that every fraud determination in Washington had a human touch, no decisions were “auto-determined.” While most eligibility determinations were not automated, the back-end adjudication system had almost the same effect at the time the project went live. It created a check box system that
left little room for flexibility or individual analysis in each decision, and while determinations before were multiple pages long, the new ones barely had any facts or reasoning. Adjudications were initially left with little choice in how the determinations were written, but ESD later improved the back-end system. Finally, the agency did auto-determine work search compliance. As explained above, this report raises significant concerns about the lack of flexibility in work search questions on continuing claims and auto-determining eligibility based on those questions raises significant access issues.

• In Maine, the state UI statute provides protection against any form of computer decision-making. The statute requires that, prior to any disqualification based on new information during a continuing claim, a fact-finding telephone interview must be scheduled with the parties.78

However, many concerns remain about how other states are using automated decision-making, especially in the work-search and overpayment contexts.

Nudging

Another AI-driven technology in use in at least one state is “nudging”—the use of predictive analytics to apply targeted behavioral psychology to change the conduct of users. The basic premise is promising: states can use aggregated historical data to identify factors, not necessarily personal characteristics, that may pose challenges for claimants to successfully and correctly complete initial and continuing claims. Unlike other forms of AI, which can be used to proactively disqualify claimants, nudging in this fashion does not prescribe immediate negative consequences. A target of nudging should not be in a worse position than a claimant who does not receive any nudges.

At this point, the focus of nudging technology in UI has been aimed at improving compliance in areas where high numbers of improper payments were reported, primarily on continuing claims filing. New Mexico also used nudging and risk assessment models to identify worker misclassification. Deloitte was able to statistically control which groups of claimants received which messages. Although neither Deloitte or New Mexico did any user testing or focus groups to develop the text of the messages, they collected data after implementation and continued to update and narrow the messages based on what wording was effective. New Mexico found that personalizing the messages worked best, while scare tactics and legalese failed to have an impact. However, overall there was not a clear indication that the nudging tactics had a significant impact on improper payments, in part due to message fatigue. New Mexico also abandoned an early effort to use nudging during initial claims after not seeing any improvement in claimant response, and also shared a concern that too much nudging during initial claims might dissuade claimants from thinking they are eligible for benefits. Importantly, to ensure fair consideration of every claim, no agency claim examiners or interviewers are able to see in the system who received a message as a result of the nudging analytics.

Nudging, especially when the technology has been outsourced to a private vendor, raises similar concerns to other uses of algorithms and automation in unemployment insurance systems: what data is being used and how is it being evaluated? New Mexico described the algorithm factors used to identify risk as designed and maintained by Deloitte. While they can see the scores, they cannot see the underlying characteristics or weighting upon which the scores are based. The state referred to the nudging technology as “proprietary” to Deloitte. Black box technology, especially when controlled by a private entity, raises due process concerns, both procedural and substantive, for claimants whose eligibility may be affected by the decision-making.
State Responsibility for Effects of AI and Predictive Analytics

While these technologies may improve efficiencies for state agencies, their use should be centered on improving outcomes for the end users of the unemployment system. An efficient system that improperly delays or denies benefits, or incorrectly assesses fraud, runs contrary to the due process rights of claimants and federal law governing fairness in the administration of unemployment systems.79

Recent litigation in Michigan by claimant-plaintiffs alleging due process violations from the state’s automated unemployment fraud detection system, known as the Michigan Integrated Data Automated System (MiDAS), highlights the fact that state officials are not shielded from liability solely because an algorithmic system created by a private vendor caused the rights deprivation. As the federal District Court in the case described:

MiDAS was developed to search for discrepancies in the records of unemployment compensation recipients, automatically determine whether the claimants committed fraud, and execute collection proceedings, which included intercepting tax refunds and garnishing wages. Auto-adjudication is a process that starts with the automated generation of a flag, then leads to the automated generation of questionnaires, then to an automated determination based on logic trees, followed by an automated generation of a notice of fraud determination, then automated collection activity.80

In the case, claimant-plaintiffs allege that the defendants, including several agency officials and the private vendor, “worked together with the state to design, maintain, operate, and implement the robo-fraud-detection and adjudication system . . . [which] labeled them fraudsters, and then assessed and collected fines and penalties, all without notice and an opportunity to be heard.”81 Similar claims were made in an ongoing state court case alleging due process violations under Michigan’s constitution.82 State officials sought qualified immunity in the federal case, but the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals rejected the defendants’ “invitation to allow state actors to evade liability by utilizing new technologies to effectuate unconstitutional conduct.”83 The court refused to let the state officials “hide behind MiDAS,” finding that “MiDAS did not create itself,” as the officials implemented and oversaw the project and enforced the false fraud determinations it “automatically rendered.”84

State UI agency officials should heed the warning from the federal courts that the use of technology created by a private vendor does not create an automatic legal shield when that technology violates the rights of claimants. But these problems can be avoided if states follow the types of recommendations in this report, which place the user experience at the center of the planning, design, and implementation of modernized benefit systems. As a multitude of vendors flood the market with different fraud detection software, it is vital for states to concretely understand the underlying technology and the data and algorithms it relies upon, and to take proactive measures to ensure that claimants, already navigating these difficult systems, are not unduly harmed.

Conclusion: The Road Ahead

The surge in unemployment claims in 2020, and the failure to meet customer service standards, has caused a reckoning among states and will undoubtedly accelerate modernization efforts. States should heed the lessons of those that have come before them, by basing immediate and long-term changes on solid user testing and bedrock principles of claimant access. Too often, modernization efforts have had negative impacts of claimant access, and the future of the UI system depends on a different approach.
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While this does not show that modernization is a causal factor, it does show whether the difference is large enough that modernization could be the cause.

Separation denials are related to the reason a worker lost their job and whether it counts as an eligible reason under UI law; everything else is a nonseparation.


See 26 M.R.S. § 1194.


Id.
The case studies of modernization in Maine, Minnesota, and Washington were conducted from October 2018 to January 2020. Each involved many hours of in-person discussions with UI agency leadership and staff, focus groups with unemployed workers, and interviews with legal services organizations, union officials, and other stakeholders.

**Site Selection**

As discussed earlier, Maine, Minnesota, and Washington were selected as case study sites because they showcased different approaches to UI IT modernization projects. They also represent states with different populations, economies, and labor forces. Following our conversations with several state agencies (see Initial Lessons from States section), we developed additional selection criteria that led us to feature these three states in our final report. These criteria included evaluating the strength of the agency’s business processes; evaluating the agency’s ability to respond to problems and public critiques following the go-live; and identifying a strong presence of legal aid services, labor organizations, and worker advocacy groups invested in improving the claimant side of the state’s unemployment insurance program.

Our final criteria turned out to be critical to determining our case study states: agency management had to be willing participants, which entailed agency staff working in policy and leadership, adjudication, claims taking, appeals, and IT committing to one or two full days of interview meetings and system demonstrations with our research team. While agency leaders were often enthusiastic about our project, it was challenging for them to divert staff away from daily operations for extended periods; early discussions with South Carolina, Mississippi, New Mexico, and Utah did not result in a case study for these reasons.

Our research team had strong existing relationships with many UI agency leaders from previous research on unemployment insurance and through NASWA, which helped us secure commitments from agency leadership in Maine, Minnesota, and Washington. Our agency partners had deep knowledge of the industry and suggested suitable states to choose for our case study research. They also were also helpful with initiating introductions for us when our research team did not have existing relationships.

**Focus Group Recruitment**

We recognize there are demographic limitations to our final site selection. Minnesota, Maine, and Washington are northern states with seasonal industries and labor forces. They have significantly less diverse populations—6.8 percent of Minnesota residents, 4.3 percent of Washington residents, and just 1.6 percent of Maine residents are Black or African American, compared to 13.4 percent of the total U.S. population. Similarly, 5.5 percent of Minnesota residents, 12.9 percent of Washington residents, and 1.7 percent of Maine residents are Latinx or Hispanic, compared to 18.3 percent of the national population. However, Minnesota and Washington had slightly denser American Indian and
Alaska Native populations—1.4 percent and 1.9 percent, respectively—compared to the entire nation.

We attended to these demographic limitations by holding focus groups in an urban center as well as a rural township in each state. We coordinated focus group recruitment with legal aid advocates, labor organizations, and social-justice-oriented community groups in each state. Many of these organizations expressly provided services to BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, People of Color) communities, immigrants, and low-income workers. They reached out to their former or current clients to encourage focus group participation. The Century Foundation also ran Facebook advertisements in each state. The Facebook advertisements linked respondents to a short online screening survey designed and hosted by the research team, which collected self-reported demographic information from respondents. These combined efforts helped us select and plan for diverse focus group formations.

Participation in focus groups was limited to individuals who had filed for unemployment insurance in a case study state post-modernization. Participants did not have to have received unemployment insurance to be eligible. Though not always possible, we encouraged participation of individuals who had experience filing for unemployment insurance using both the old and the new system. Unless participants were directly recruited by our partnering organization, research team members contacted all respondents via email to confirm their eligibility. If there was more interest in a focus group than there were available seats, the research team extended invitations to individuals who self-reported as BIPOC first. For each focus group, we planned for up to twelve participants though typical attendance was between six to nine. Table 9 shows a breakdown of focus group participation.

All participants received a $100 per diem. Additionally, we gave all participants a free meal, since many of the focus groups took place after regular business hours and during dinnertime. Focus group conversations ran for approximately two hours and were attended by one moderator and one dedicated notetaker. When it was feasible, focus group conversations were also audio recorded, after obtaining signed and verbal consent from all participants.

Partnersing with local organizations to recruit focus group participants was both strategic and mutually beneficial. Legal aid services in Portland, Seattle, and Minneapolis offered to host focus groups. A social-justice-oriented community organization in Sunnyside and a labor temple in Brewer also hosted focus groups. Organizations that volunteered to host our focus groups were given a donation of $500 to show our gratitude for their work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Number of Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windom</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunnyside</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brewer</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9
**Interview Methods**

Our interview instrument had ten open-ended questions that were designed to analyze the institutional and procedural changes that accompanied UI IT projects. The questions were as follows:

1. What are the three biggest ways modernization changed your business process?

2. What are the three biggest ways modernization changed the claimant experience?

3. Describe the claimants who have the easiest time accessing benefits today, and those who experience the greatest challenges. Would your answer have been different in any way before modernization?

4. How has modernization changed the initial application experience for the state? For the claimant?

5. How did modernization change the call center experience for claimants and staff at the time the new system was launched, and on an ongoing basis?

6. How has modernization changed the continuing claims experience for the state? For the claimant?

7. How has modernization changed the appeals process for the state? For the claimant?

8. Did you get input from claimants or employers before implementation, and is your system set up to make continuous improvements?

9. What advice would you give another state that is considering modernizing?

10. How would you describe the ideal UI system (in terms of how it operates, not the tax/benefit structure)?

These questions were shared with state agencies prior to the research team’s visit. By sharing the questions beforehand, agency management was able to identify team members with specialized knowledge in areas related to policy and leadership, claims taking, adjudication, and appeals. We also noted our interest in securing a system demonstration and meetings with agency staff from the IT department working in system design, updates, and data management. In Maine and Washington, this included conversations with external IT consultants from Tata Consulting Services and Fast Enterprises.

Sharing our research goals with agency leaders beforehand helped them create structured itineraries for our visit that made the best use of everyone’s time. Many of our interviews included visual presentations, handouts of UI data trends, and other prepared resources for our benefit. On average, we spent one to one-and-a-half full business days with state agencies in scheduled meetings across several agency departments.

At least three research team members were present during each agency interview. The interview format was necessarily semi-structured to allow agency staff to schedule opportune meetings that would not disrupt their daily operations. Though our questions were asked out of order depending on the availability of departmental staff, we secured meetings and system demonstrations that covered all our interest areas at each state. Furthermore, we always had scheduled time to debrief with agency staff that allowed them to ask questions about our project and research goals. All research team members took notes, although there was always one research team member dedicated to taking detailed notes. Meetings with state agencies were not recorded.

Our research questions did not require much modification to be relevant to other stakeholders, such as legal aid services and labor unions. These semi-structured interviews were shorter (usually two to three hours) and took place after the research team’s visits to state agencies. Questions probed whether worker advocates had played a role in the design and implementation of UI IT projects. Asking the same ten questions that we asked the state agencies proved very illuminating, since worker advocates’ interactions with claimants sometimes changed after modernization. They were able to identify specific aspects of the new system.
that were challenging for their clients. They also suggested innovative approaches to designing an ideal UI system.

Our strategy for choosing case study sites included assessing whether there were established community organizations with a vested interest in strengthening unemployment insurance. Given our team members’ backgrounds and expertise, we found making these connections and coordinating interviews relatively straightforward—community leaders and legal aid lawyers were interested and enthusiastic about our project. Research team members reached out to their existing connections with legal aid services and labor unions in each state to set up interviews. These working meetings also became the basis for participant recruitment for our focus groups, as several organizations represented clients that were appealing UI agency decisions.

Focus Group Methods

Focus groups are group interview settings that emphasize the importance of shared experiences and interest in specific topics. Our research team identified unemployment insurance claimants early on as key stakeholders with vested interests in the design and outcome of UI IT modernization projects. Despite this, claimants are rarely consulted during or even after projects. Consequently, there is a dearth of knowledge about whether claimants find online UI systems to be as efficient, convenient, and beneficial as agencies claim them to be.

Focus group questions are necessarily semi-structured to allow discussion to flow freely. Our focus group questions included a variety of closed-ended and open-ended questions to encourage participation by all. Questions followed the procedural steps of applying for unemployment insurance. We began by asking participants about their experience filling out the initial application and filing weekly claims online. Next, we asked participants about how certain processes (for example, fulfilling the work search requirement) were impacted by moving these processes online. We asked participants to reflect on whether UI modernization changed other program services, such as call center and WorkForce center operations. Finally, we asked participants who had experienced issues or filed appeals to talk about how these processes were handled by the new system.

In each focus group, the moderator and notetaker began the discussion with personal introductions and a description of the research project. Participants were given consent forms to sign that explained the terms of their participation. Participants were asked to respect others’ privacy by not sharing stories outside of the group, and refrain from interrupting when others were speaking. To encourage camaraderie within the group, discussion started with introductions and an ice-breaker activity—each participant shared their story about applying for unemployment and rated their experience with the state UI program. In larger focus groups, participants were asked to use a nametag or name card to allow moderators or participants to refer to everyone by name.

Participants’ ratings of the UI program highlighted how the new system worked for some but not all claimants. Even participants that rated their experience with the UI agency highly were sympathetic towards participants who had struggled with their application. There was a natural agreement with most focus groups that applying for unemployment insurance was needlessly complex and embarrassing, which elicited rich discussions about how online systems helped or hindered claimants.

With the moderator asking questions and follow-ups, facilitating equal participation, and occasionally redirecting conversation, the second research team member was free to take detailed notes during the conversation. Transcriptions from recorded focus groups were generated automatically using Otter AI.

Narrative Analysis

After interviews and focus group meetings, research team members debriefed to extrapolate the themes of the day. This included comparing notes, parsing out answers to research questions, and identifying items that required direct follow-up. Our notes from interviews and focus groups, audio
recordings and transcripts, and agency-generated data and presentations made up the bulk of materials analyzed for the purpose of this report.

Our objective was to identify how UI modernization impacted the claimant experience. Identifying claimant outcomes that are particular to UI IT systems requires isolating these issues from processes and norms related to UI systems generally. To accomplish this, we asked state agencies, worker advocacy organizations, and claimants themselves to share stories—or narratives—to relate personal experience to institutional change.

Narrative analysis is a group of methods for interpreting texts telling a common story from different angles. It is a suitable analytical method for our study given the time elapsed between system go-lives and the time of our interviews. It focuses analysis away from what happened to how people make sense out of what happened and to what effect. Agency staff explaining how modernization changed UI told stories about how project decision-making was linked to political actors and events, institutional values, and even the changing seasons. Similarly, claimants’ interactions with unemployment systems were closely tied to personal stories about experiencing job loss as well as other hardships.

Narrative analysis “is an approach to the analysis of qualitative data that emphasizes the stories that people employ to account for events,” Alan Bryman explains. It is a method that illuminates overarching narratives through comparison; for example, three separate agencies explaining what went into their decision to go-live in the middle of winter. It is a method that humanizes contexts that would otherwise seem diametrically opposed; for example, finding that agency officials and claimants share many of the same values in system design.

Narrative analysis grounded the research team’s analysis. Analyzing our research products generated concrete recommendations for states during planning, design, and implementation stages of modernization projects. While these recommendations are tailored to include claimants during each stage, they are also responsive to the needs of agency employees, worker advocacy organizations, and other key stakeholders in building a UI system that works for everyone.

Notes

3 Catherine Kohler Riessman, Narrative Analysis (Newbury Park, Calif.: Sage, 1993), 11.
5 Ibid., 590.